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PREFACE

The exercises included in thIs book were prepared to make mathemotit,

both Interesting and easy to understand.

Teachers and mathematicians with the Southwest Lducational Development

Laboratory adapted, these materials. lhey were guided by the following

beliefs:

Chi,idren are interested in mathematics.

Learning is enhanced by emphasis on understanding of concepts

rather than on<Oemorization of rules, and understanding

results from being actively involved 1 experTences from

which concepts are to be abstracted.')

Alternative sequences of mathematical concepts tan bez

followed, and yet the structure ot mathematics can be

preserved.

Children can learn more mathematics than they are now

learning.

a.

Edwin Hindsman
Executive Director

k I .
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t $ Chapter 6:

The Basic Operations: A Different Look \

Section 5-I Pvidition in Expanded form

Look at the simple 9ddition problem 4 + 3 ? Of course, right\

away you know the answer is 7. If you did not know the answer you

could think of a sot A that has 4 merribers and a set B that has 3 other

members, and form the.ubion of the two sets. 'If you then count the

number of members in the union you would have the answer to the addi-

tion problem.

This way of doing addition is fine as long as you have problems

HI the one above. What about problems like 892 + 367? You could

find the sum of these two numbers using sets, just as you did with

4'+'3; bbt it would be a long, slow process. It is our base ten

Expanded Form

.892 800 + 90 +I.

+ 367 300 + 60 + 7.

1,259 1100 + 150 + 9 9 sum of ones

system that makes addition so easy. Look at the example below:

150 of tens

1100 sum of hundreds-

-1259-lb-final sum

1 0

4
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xercise 5-1

' Use expanded form to find the followiny,sums: FollOw the

example above.

I. 246 =

+ 139 =

2. 784

+ 926

=

=

If

3. 777 =

4 + 964 =

4. 123 =

+ 987 =

5. '486 =

+ 766 =

6. 949 =

+ 892=

BRAINBUSTER:

7. 20345,678 =

.4- 9 876 543 =



\
,

Section 5-2 Addition in Short Form

8. Wrfte the z;nswer to the MAINBUSUR in words.

P

Now that you have done some addition using expanded form, let us

see if
)

we can shorten the method and do an addition problem more

quickly.

Example:

Follow the,.steps as we work the addition problem

11

563 + 787 + 384 = 1734

.563

787
+ 384

Step I. Add the digits. in the ones place, that is,

3 + 7 + 4 = 14. Place the partial sum here.
A

Step 2. Add the di'Jgits in the tens place, that is,

60 + 80 + 80 = 220. Place partial Sum here.

Step 3. Add the digits in the hundreds place, that is,

500 +700 + 300 = 1500. Place partial sum here. ----1500

Step.4. Add the partial sums to find the final'sum. . *1734-

fgotice that if You use this method it is just as easy- to add
/

from left to righf as from right to left.

Exercise .5-2

Work the following problems as is done in the example above.

1. 46 * 2. 25 3. ;2j 4. 7211

+ 57 324

12
1.

3
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5. 476

.
398

7256

+ 89'

8. 3456

- 4634

+ 1279

111 6. 40), 7. 1777

\213 + 598

414

+ 898

9, 23456 10. 9999

98765 MI

+ 45678 /

/6\ Section 5-2(a) Addition in Short Form'

This is the final short form of addition which you-will want to

rt.

be able to do well. See if this isn't something like the way you think

when you are doing an alition problem.

. (D4
68
257

5

CID

(a) 8 + 7 = 15, "put down the 5, 'carry' the I."

68
257 (b) 0+ 6 + 5 = 12, "put down the 2, 'carry' the 1."

125
(c) 0+ 2 = 3, "put down he 3."

I.

3

He



Exercise 5-2(a)

I. In part (i9,, When you "carry the I", what does this

fi

2. In part (b), when you "carry the I", what does this

3. In ,1art (c), when you added

Work the foil

I I stanl for?

I' stAt for?

1

= ,,the '3' stands for three

6

4

gproblems using the short _form as in fhe exaMOle on

the

4.

8.

preceding page.

35

+ 59

Circle your 'carry" iflt will tTelp.

5. 69 6. 75

+ 79 + 68

7. 465

+ 654

345

567

+ 789

9. 3579

2468

2345

+ 9876

10. 98765432

23456789

98765432

+ 23456789

11. BRA1NBUSTER. Write the answer to problem 10 in words.

5

0 0

,

c.
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Secti.on 5-3 -the Number Line

A very useful way of picturing numbers is to look at what is

called a number line. t we draw a line, as shown below, with

arrows on both ends. 'The acrows'show that the line goes on and on

.in both directions.

Next1 we pick a point (any_poi.nt) on the line.and let it ,wrrewund

to"zero:- -To-the right of zero we mark a point correspondifig to I.

(This part of the number line, -between 0 and I, is called the unit

intrval.).

Now, we mark 2 to the, right of I, 3 to the right of 2, 4 to the right

of 3, etc. The distance between I and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, etc., is

the same distance as between 0 and I.

0 I 2 3 4

The part of thXj number line between any two points- is called a
AO+ t

line segment.. (Segment means "part of", so you can think of a line

segment as "part of" a line.)

/Exercise 5-3

F

Use the number line above to answer the following questions:

I. What is the smallest whole number.represented on the number line?

Arm

;



**.
^

2. WtIat Is A° smallest counting number represented on the number line?

4

3. ihdistance betwoon13 and 4 is the as the distance

between 0 andfl.

4. lhe distanc? between 4 and 5 is the same as the distance between

and

What do the arrows on either end of

K

6. Is there a largest number to the nUmber line? Why?

Section 5-4 Addition on Number Line
'16r

,Toadd trtla number 3 to the number 4, start from 0, mo'vt)'-four units

to the ri,ght.to the molter 4, then move three more units'ito the rrght.

We stop at.7;'s,o, 4 + 3 7.

4,- t

3 + 6 9, would Fook like this:

6

2 3 4 5 6 7
1

8
k

3 +

Exercise 5-4

10 12

1. What addition problem Is this a picture of?

11. 12

-11

fihr./

4---
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2. What addition problem Is this a picturo of?

\VT---!i
I 2 3 14

. ----,
-1-I 7----L-4-----r- I T--a-

5 6 7 18 9 10 1 1, 12 I 3

94
--i ,

I,
3. ls this a picture or 4 + 5 - 9 or 5 + 4 - 9? i Why? //

a4

sV V 1 1
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

----------------"4:Erraw-number--Itriesarrct-show the addition of the fol lowi #*

a. 5 + 9 = 14

1/
b.. 6 + 3 = 9

c

C. 8 + 9

d. 9 + 8

e. +

AriP

= 17

V

= 17

eV!

r.. ^

16

1 tv-
111



5. BRAINBUSILR. Can you show (S + 5) I 4 12 on the number lino?

iry lt!

Sect I on 5-5 keAlloupin I n Sub r aci i on

Let us now review the operation of subtrac4 Ion. You should urilder-L

1

----01bnd exactly what h4pens wherr twin- tiumber5-are-srubtF*304341

t.. \what you are doing when you 7borrow."

-

1 Example: 68 - 49 = 19

'-' 68 6 tens + 8 ones

- 49 4 tens + 9 ones
eb ' ,

.
. .t. .

.

Looyng ahead, yowcan see that 8 ,.- 9 cannot be done with whole

t' numbers. Therefore jt w511 be nece5sary to regroup the 6 tens Into

5 tens + 10 ones. -Then we "borrow': the 10 ones and add them to the
i

_
t *

.

8-ones. Now-we ccomplete the sUbtractIon as shown bel.Qw:
-A

68 6 +ens + 8 ones 5 tens -0-18OneZ

- 49 .4 tens + 9 c:1) 4 tens + 9 ones

19 I ten + 9 ones

-Exereise 5-5

Work the following problems as is done in the example above. Do not

'Ale the numerals 1, 1.0, 100, or 11000. Write these numerals in words

as is done In the example, i.e. ones, tens, etc.
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7

'1141,

4

1. 75

37

764

199

402

139

710 Y

- iL32_

6. 3,456

- I 567

N.

Sb
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Section 5-6 Subtraction in Lxpanded lotm

Ihe example below (Alows -the subtraction 08 49 us
J
ing expanded

.

form. Study it carefully.

0
Step I. 68 and 49 are written in expanded form:

68 60 4 8

49 40 + 9

Step 2. Looking ahead we see that 8 - 9 cannot be done with whole

numbers. Therefore, we_regilpup 68.as

e-
50 + 18.

68 50 + 18

49 40 +- 9

Step 3. Now we are ready to subtract 9 from 18 and 24'b from 50.

68 50 + 18

- 49 40 + 9

19 10 + 9

Exercise 5-6

Work the following problems as done in the example above. Show all

-the regrouping.,

I. a

.- 39

2. 13

ANO4, "7 56

3100w

1 4

11
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12

3.. 125 4.

37

4
4. 452

168

5. 503

- 247

6. 3,532

er

- 1 654

,ts

Section 5-7 Subtraction in Short Form

Study carefully the forms of subtraction below. ,This should make

Clearthe. meaning of "borrowing" in subtraction.

Short Form

342

- 187

4

Expanded Fol-mc-

342 300 + 40 +.2

100 +, 80 + 7
.



It

Short Form Lxpanded Form

. 3

342 2 "- 7 cannotNbe done with 342 300 30 + 12

whole numbers, so we

- 187 regroup the tens. - 187 100 + 80 + 7.

23
A42' 3 8 cannot be done w 1 th 342 200 + 130 + 12

whole numbers, so we
187 regroup the hdndreds. 187 100 + 80 + 7

23
142 Now subtract.

- 187

155
4 .

Exercise 5-7

-

342 200 + 130 + 12

- 187 100 + 80 + 7

155 100 + 50 + 5

'WorIç the fol I ow i ng- prob lems usi ng the short form shown _above?

5.

'9.

13

2 4 6 2. 926. . 3. 9 6 4 4. 4 Q

4
.-..4

- 1 3 9 - 7 8 4 - 7 7 7 1 3

2 3.2 3. 6. 7 6 6 7. 9 4 9 8. 3 1 0

- 98,7 4 8 6 - 8 9 2 - 1 7 8

v.

6 .0 5 5 , 1 0 . 2 0 0 3

- 4172 3 - 8 7 6

1 .t

2 4)
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Section 5-8 SubfraCtion on Number Lmne

10 subtraci the number 3 from the number /, start from 0, mvo

/ units to the right io the number 1, now move 5 units to tho lett

from the numirer 7. Whore did you stop? ans.

Below Is a picture of the subtracilon 1 5 ,="4.

( 1

0

4

5

T\--2 3 4 6 8 9

Lxerclse
..- .

Draw number lines and show tho following subtracilons:

2. 9 6 = 3

3. 10 - I = 9

, 4. 15 - 12 = 3

5: 9 - 9 '= 0
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6. What subtraction is pictured on the number line below?

4 5 6 7 8 9

k.

Section 5-9 Multiplication with Numbers Ending in Zero

The numbers 10, 100, 1000, IQ 000, etC., are easy to work wITh

In mnItiplicatIon problems. There is a pattern to the answers

(products) when these numbers are pa.rf of ftiePF66ierii. Study the

following examples:

1al

3 10 = 30

12 100 = 1206

37 100 = 3,700

6 1000 = 6000

125 10,000 = 1,250,000

Do you tee the pattern? If we multiply some number by 1.followealoy,

say 3 zeros, the product will be that number followed by 3 zeros.

Exercise 5-9

I. 7 10 =

100 =

3. 8 10,000 =

4. 32 1,opo =

5. 69 100,000 =

6. 507 10 =

i"""N
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1, 1,728 10,000 -7

8. 4 1,000,000

.9. 100 98 =

10. 10 32 =

Express each of the following numbers as a product of 2 numbers. One

of the numbers must.be a power of 10, that is, 10, or 100, or 1000, or

10,000, etc., and the other number must mit have a zero in the ones

place.

Examples:

570 = 57 1,0; 107,000 = )07 1 000; 3,700 = 37 100
A

11. 360 = 16. 9,700 =

12. 5,800 = 17, 546,000,000 =

13. 90 => 18. 70,500 =

,14. 397,000 =
1 19. 8,700 =

15. 250,000 = 20. 1,010 =

Now you know how to multiply, easily, in problems like 10 5,

32 160, etc., and also know that 50 = 5 10, 3200 = 32 100, etc.

Let us see if you can make another dig'Covery about multiplication.

Look at the following imiltiplication problem and then answer the ques-

tions that follow.

30 70 = 2100
--

Exercise 5-9(a) [Note: problems continue on next page.]

I. Does 30 = 3 10?

2. Does 70 = 7 10?

0

2



1,

3. Ihen, does 50 70 7: (3 10') (/ I0)1

4. Does it make any difference in thp answer (product) how we

. r
arrange ihe number s to be multiplied? for cxornple, doe:,

2 5 5 = 3 5 2?

A 5. Then doe30 - 70 (5 10) (7 10) = 3 / 10 - 10?

6, 3 7 =,

7. 10 10 =

14,

8. Then, does 30 10 = (3 -17') (10 10) - 21 100?

:Then, the product.of 30 70 = 21 lalk=

- Examples: (Note: 'p' stands for product.)

(a) p = 20 30 (b) p =

p = (2 10)

p = 2 3

(3 1O4Ns"

10 10

p =

p =

p = 6 100 p =

p = 600 p = 15,000

300

(3

3

15

5

50

100)

100

1000

(5

- 10

10)

Do the exercises below and on the next page in the same manner as the

examples above. Do not leave out any steps. [Note: problems continue

on next page.]

10. p = 30 40

P

3

17
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H . p = 10 WO

D

P=

=

12. p = 900 60

=

P

=

13. p = 9 4000
=

P =

P=

14. p = 600 800

=

P =

P .=

P =

15. p = 7,000 500

P =

P =

P

=



Lel us see if you hove drrlyed dt the quiLk ohO ey methkA k)t

multiplying numbers that., ond .n zeros. Look di the problem below dnd

the questions that follow.

600 30 = 18,000

I. How many zeros are there in the numeral 600? ans.

2. .How many zeros are there in the numeral 30? ans.

3. How many zeros altogether? ans.

4. How many zeros are there in the product 18,000? ans.

5. Now let us take a look at the above problem again. Observe the

pattern:

2 zeros 1 zero 6 3, 3 zeros

600 30 = 18,000

Exercise 5-9(b)

Study these examples:

400' 700 = (4 7) followed by.4 zeros = 280 00
tfCr

60 30 = (6 3) followed by 24eros = 1,800'

8000 9000 = (8 :9) followed by 6 zeros = 72,000,000

Then complete the following:

I. ib 500 = 15,000

2. 500 70 =

3. 300 9,000 =

4. 8,000 9 =

5. 600 900 =

6. 80 7,000 =

k

19



20

/. 100

8. 40

9. 9,000

10. 4,000

9,000 --

9,000

700 =

3

Section )-10 Multiplication In txpanded form

Lot us now see It we can make use of what you have Just Oloarned

to help you understand everyday multlpilk.allon problems. Look at the

examples below:

24 20

x 7

140

Lot us try another one.

-255 200" I 30 200

x 5 3 5

600

f.

4 140 20)

28 (1 - 4)

+ 28 = 168

600 (3 200)

90 - (5 30)

5 3 15 ( 5 5)

t 90 4 15 705

txercise 5-10

Work the followIng problems in iho sarru manner as-lhe examples above:

I. 47

x 4

1

2. 68

)( -9

29



11% 3 . 6 3

x 7

4. -1 4 I

x 5

5. 98

x

6. 264

x 6

7. 473

x, 7

8. 987

x 3

s

3o

cr.

A

21
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4

4

4ecthon 5-10(a) Mu I I I p I I .. a t ot I ii Lxpondod ik*.m

, In Section 5-10 you learned to do multiplication in expanded form.

Let-us now see lf we can shorten the process a little. Using the same

examples as in Section 5-10 wo can shorten the procedure

to:

24 20 + 4 20 4 140 = (7 20) 24

,i
+

x 7 7 7 7 28 - (7 % 4) x 7

140 28 168 28 =-(7 4)
4.
140 = (7 20)

Using the shorter form on the'right, 3 - 235 would look like this.

235
x 3

15 = (3 5)

90 = (3 - 30)

600 . (3 200)

705

Exercise 5-10(a)

Work the following problems using the shorter form as in the examples

above:

I. 47

x 4

2. 68
x 9

3, 63 4. 41
x 7 x 5

5. 368 6. 264

x 7 x 6

7. 473
x 8

4r

8. 987
x 5
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Section 5-10(U) MultipliLation in Lxponded lorM

In the last two soctIons we multiplied two-dIgit numbers by one

dIglt numbers. Lot us see whiAt happens If we use pairs of larger

numbOrs. 4

Example 1:

46 40 + 6 40 4 6 40 + 6 40 6 40

x 34 30 + 4 30 4 30 30 4 4

1200 + 180 + 160 + 24 = 1564

As you can see, thl.s Is a rather long procedure. Let us see If we

can shorten it a Ilttle

46 40 + 6

x 34 30 + 4
V'

24 = (4 6)

160 = (4 40)

IS; 180 = (30 6)

1200 = (30 40)

1564

Exercise 5-10(b)

Work the following pi-oblems as In example 2 above: [Note: Study problem

(5) before working problems (6) - (9).]

67

x 24

2. '45

x63

3. 97 4. 32

x 69 x 78
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ss.

5. 346 300 + 40 + 6 6. 473

x 67 60 + 7 x 24

1.
42-= (1

28V\=*(7

- 6)

40)

2100 = (7 300)

360 = (60 6)

2400 =(60 40)

18000 = (60 ..300)

23182

7. 839 you

x 48

8. 735

x 93

9 . BRA I NBUSTE R

648

x 375

Jot

. '

1

0 11,.
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Section 5-11 Multiplication in Short lorm

Study the steps below and see if this isn't something like the

way you think when you are doing a multiplication problem.

Example: 46 - 34 = 1564

Step I. (2)

. 4 times 6 is 24, put down. ihe-4 -%arry!!-the-2-------------
x 34

4

(1)
Step 2. 46

x 34
184

Step 3. 46
x 34
184

8

4 times.4 ls 16, plus 2 "carry" is 18, put down

. the 18.

3 times 6 ls 18, p t down the 8, " car ry " the I.

3 times 4 ls 12, plus 1 It carry" is 13, put down

x 34

184 the.13.
138

now add the partial products
x 34

184 First partial product
138 ------10-Secohd_part151 product

1564-----4Final product

`41
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ixercise571_1

The following questions rotor to the steps taken on page 25. You

may_wish to refer to Section 5-10(b), page 23, also.

I. In F.:top I., when you "carry the 2', the '2' stands tor 2

or

2. In step 2., where it says "4 times 4 is 16", it really means 4

times is

3. In step 2., when you "put down the 18", the '18' stands for 18

'or

4. In step 3., where.it says "3 times 6 is 18", you are actually

multiplying by 3 or

5. _In step 3., when you "put down the 8", the '8' stands for 8

or

1 6. In step 4., where it says "3 times 4 is 12", the '3' stands for

, the '4' stands for , and the '12). stands for

7. In step 5., you are actually adding 184 to in order to

get the final product 1564.

8. The following multiplication problem is done for you. Write the

expanded form within the parentheses. (Hint: See problem (5),

Exercises 5-10(b).]

1578

439
72 = ( )

630 = (9 - 70 )

5400 = ( )

240 = (' )

, 2100 = ( )

18000 = ( )

3200 = * )

28000 = ( )

240000 = ( )



Exec 1 5 lltai

Work -the following problem5

81

x 6

8354.

x

6. 48

x91

4.

9.

r
"

538

x 14

05"q 311\i 001100

2 64.

x

You 001.

1.

1. 92

x56

84610.

x 312

36

81

x34
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Section 5-12 Multiplication on Numbor Lino

Just as addition and subtraction may be shown-on the number line,

multiplicatil may alsoe shown. For oxamplo, to show 3 4 = 12,

consider an arrow for 4. Three such arrows laid end to end (tail to

head) indicate 3 4.

4 1PP

2 3 5 6 7

12

Exercise 5-12

Draw number lines for each of the following:

I. 2 9

2. 3 5

3. 5 3

4. 2 6

9 10 I 1 12



5. 6 2

6. 6 3

'1Perv

7. 3 6

Section 5-13 Div)sion as Repeated Subtraction

Let us now take a look at two different division problems.

Example
35

1: Example 2:
29
97

35 29

- 7. - 9

28 20

- 7 - 9

21 I I

- 7 0 9

214 *roma! nder

- 7

7

- 7

0

NoIlce, in Example 1, we kept subtracting 71s until the differ-

ence was less than 7. In this case, the remainder is zero. How many

times did we subtract 7? ans. This tells you that there

35
are 5 sevens in 35. Therefore = 5, remainder 0; or 24. 5 r 0.

Notice, IQ Example 2, we subtracted 9's until the difference was

lest than 9; in tfils case, 2. How many times did We subtract 9?

41 ans. What was the remainder? ans. This

36

*11

29
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yod that thore aro nino5 in I9 and left over. lherofore,

29
= 3 r 2.

9

Exercise 5-13

Work the following problems by repeated subtraction as shown in the

preceding examples:

I. 63
7

.2. 125

25

3. 72 4. 66 5. 38

12 13 3

Section 5-14 Division in Short Form

After doing the exercises in Section 5-13 (especially the problem

38
) you should realize that although tie method works, 'the process can

3 '

become,very long and tiresome. Try dividing
IL

-4j1- by weated subtrac-
3

tion if you are not convinced, and see how long it takes.

Let us use the idea of repeated subtractilk but let us shorten

the process some. Look at the examples below:'

Subtract ten 3's, (10 3)

. 3
I

69
3

30

39

Subtract ten 3's, (10 3) 30

Subtract three 3's, (3 3)

remainder

9

Add

I 0

10

3

0 3 --4.answer

)06



With a little more prautiue, you will be able to .phorten thu

A

process even mare by taking fewer

Subtract 3's (20 -

stew,.

69
3 Add

20

3

*-answer

69

60

3

twenty 3)

Subtract (3 3)

-

11.

9

9three 3's -

remainder 0 23

Exercise 5-14

(Quotient)

Work the following problems using the method explained.above:

[Note:. problems.continue on n ge.]

5

40

4

123
3,

41.

8

31
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.10

9
I4.

20
7 920

700

220

210

10

7

remainder 3

100

30

131

1334

()

6.
1417 . 9250

7.
9 7

84278. 9.
9437

6

6

4



Section 5-14(a) Division in Short fotm

lhe followln9 is an examOle of division where the divisor is

a 2 digit number.

25 b75 Add
25

Su&tract ten 25's (10 250 I 0

425

Subtract ten 25's (10 - 25) 250 1 0

175

'Subtract 100 4four 25's (4 25)
t

75

Subtract three 25's (3 -25) 75 3

remainder 0 27-.4.answer

Exercise 5-14(a)

Work the following problems as shown in the example above:

914
44

2
1498

.

21

(Quotient)

?



3.
823

55

70945.

t.4)

1828
4 /8

6. 27345
23



Section 5-14(b) Division In Short form

The method of division shown below is only slightly different

from the method you have been using the past few days. We will now

place the partial quotients above the dividend.

35

I 359 -4---- q uot ant

50

P-300

10.1

1000 Add

1...._ Subtract one thousand 4's

Subtract three hundred 4's

Subtract fifty 4's

Subtract nine 4's

4) 5439

- 41000

1439

%
- 1200

239

- 200

39

- 36

3 remainder

Exercise 5-14(b)

Work the following examples using Ahe method shown above: [Note:

problems continue on the next page.]

I. 9)1233

VI

6

2. 8)9683



3. 4)26547 4. 7)7983 IK

5. 30)1628 6. 44)914

.

a

.s
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SectIon 5-14(c) Division in Short loim

there hi. a shorter way lo wrIto your quotient in division. It

wIll allow you to do your wol-k more quickly.

Study the example below.

(a) Shorter MOthod (b) Shortest Method

1359

9

50-4

30?..

1006-4

4 5439

-.4000

1439

- 1200 -4

44.

1
-

I

w 1359

4
1

5439

4000

1439

1200

239 239

200.4 200

39 ' 39

36 -4 36

remainder 3

In (W, to show the palatial quotient 1000, we can write I In the-

thousands place. Instead of writing 300, we can write 3 in the hundreds

plade. Instead of writing 50, we can write 5 16 the tens place. Then k

WO can writ6 9 in the ones place.

4 G
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Lxerclse s)-.14(c)

Work the following as shown in example (b) on the preceding page.

I. 3)963 2. 4)848

41 4)648 5. 6)4882 ,

7. 6)4928 8. 9)6524

10

3. 5)499

6. 8)6896

9. 8)7932



-

Lxotcit.o 5-14(d)

Divide, Using any method you wish:

604

82
2.

914

44
s. 1498

, 21

8446 < 9687 784Q
4.

51 .

6.
65 21 32

7.
2376 8767 19780

8. 9.
18 72 20

A

46

,.

39
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Iikt,V i OW. I \Or .t

I. Vocabu I ry Des c i bo n your own wor ds .

(a) digils (g) product

(b) partial sum (h) difference

(c) number- line (i) multiplier

(d) regrouping
fr

(j) partial product

(e)

(f)

quotient

partial quotient

(k) divisor

2. Work the following using any method you wish, but show,all your
work:

Adq: (a) 578 (b) 6,32*
4,549 796

496 39,137
. 27 083 4 034

Subtract:

(c.) 5 931 ,
(d) 6,719

336 2 480
1-

Multiply:

354 (f) 709.(e?
26 61

41 5



Divide:

try ) 8)1)2

,

h 20 )81 ()O

.1

3. Draw number I i nes show i nc.) each of the fo ow i ng:

/
(a) 3 + 8 = I I

(b) 10 - 4 = 6

(c) 3 3 9

4. -What problem is t is a picture of?

s,

41

pp 15()
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e.

Chapter 6:

Geometry

Spction 6-1 Introduction

The world is full of physical objects. Touching or handling such

objects helps us ,get an idea of their shapes and sizes. We can tell
AP

fference6 between smooth and rough, small and large objects.

e see that some objects have ends: corners, edges, sides. SOM

\,....4....bjects are straight, some are flat, and some are round.

Touching and seeing help us tell the differences between the

1 shapes, sizes and forms of the objects around us. These differences

help us whenwe want to group these objects into special groups.

Geometry has developed from a study of shapes of objects in the world

around us.

The idea of number in arithmetic is a mathematical idea which grew

from the need to know how many members are In certain getsf In gecae ,

the ideas of Point, line, plane, and space are mathematical ideas that

grew when people wanted to group certain sets of figures and to measure

their sidespr edges.. Just as in arithmetic you studied numbers and the

operations on them, in geometry you 041I stuqy points, lines, and planes

and how they rdlate to each otDer.

Ne shall study abou a part of gecaetry that has to do with how

such things as points, lines and planes are related. You will notice

that numbers are used very little in this chapter.

4
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Section 6-2- Points

Let us begin with a simple figure in geometry, a point. Ihiqk_.

of the following: tho tip of a pin or a needle; the end Of a sharpe'ried

stick or pencil; the corner of a box or a piece of paper; a grain of

sand. All of these show what we mean by a point.

\ I /

idea

/ \

43

Which of these is the best picture of a point? The smaller the dot,

the better the picture.

Is the dot you make on a paper with a sharpened pencil a point? Is

the hole you make in a paper with the gnarp tjp of a pin a point? If

you answered yes to the last two'guestions, you have an idea of what

we imagine a point to be. But it is incorrect to say that a period, a

dot, or a pin hole are points. Points, like numbers in arithmetict_are

a creation of the mind -- they are an idea. The smallest dot you can .

make with your pencil isjnot a point. It is simply a picture of yh.t

we; in our minds, imagine a point to be.

We will think of a point as having position, but not size. The

pictures of points that we drawix our paper and on the board will help

us to see and remember the position of points we want to talk about.

When we say, "draw a point" we will mean "draw a picture of a point".

We have studied sets before. We said that sets were important in

Mathematics. In our study of geometry we will look at sets again; but

this time we will ta,lk about sets of points.

,We- will now think about some important sets of points.
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SuLtion 6-3 Line leyments

braw two pOints on your paper. Label ihem A and B. Mark two

more points on your paper labeled C and D so that your drawing -looks

like thls:

Can we say. that C is between A and B? D Is also between A and B. What

can you say about 87 About A? Look at the drawings below:

Figure I Figure 2

R P Q

Figure 3

In Figure I, none of the three points is between th other two.

In Figure 2, P is between R and Q. In Figure 3, P is not between R and

Q because there are only two points indicated. R and P are,two differ-

ent names for the same point.

Draw points E and F on your paper between points A arld B. Your

drawing should look something like this.

Continue to add points that are between A and B to your drawing.

jf you tiad a-yely_sharp point on your pencil, how many points couia you



/I

draw? Could you conlinub forever drawing points on your papor It

your pencil kept getting sharper and sharper?

Your drawing moy look !Ike thic now.
of

II E I: II F II

endpoint endplint

- At you continue to rraw points between A and B, notice.lhat there

are many points between every two (different) points. The sef of all

points bitten A and Bs together with the en-dpoinis A and B is the

line segment between A and B. A line segment is a set ofpoints made

up of two endpoints and all the points betwewl them. It is hard to

draw a line segment by showing many points.

It is easier if we draw a line segment like t

Which of these is the best picture of a line segment? The thinner the

drawing, the better the picture.

Are there some objects in the classroom'that'suggest a line sew=

ment? The edge of a. box or a pencil-might suggest a line.segment.

A piece of string stretched betweeittwo poles will also suggest a

line segment. c

To name a line segment, we use the names of the two endpoints. If

,the picture of a line segment looked jike this

45
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then tho lino segment could bo named IV or OP. We use tho bar ( ) over

the letters to remind us that we are talking about a line segment.

Exercise 6-3

I. Draw a line segment AB and mark points C, D, and E on it as shown.

A E . C D

Write as many true statements about your drawing as possible.

For example: E is between A and C.

2. In the figure for Exercise I, which of the following statements

are true and. which ones are not true?

(a) A is between B and E.

(b) C is not between A and D.

(c) E is between.A and D.

(d) E is between A and C.

(e) C is not between E and B.

(f) B is between D and E.

(g) D is between E and B.

(4) E is between D and B.

(i) C is between E and D.

3. Which of the following drawings show a p4cture of AB?

(a) (c).11

(d)

(b)

(e)



4. In the figure on the dght, B Is on

AC, D is on BG, L is on BF and on

CG, and G Is on AF, as shown.

(a) How many line segments shown have

the endpoint A? D? L?

(b) Which point is an endpoint of the

least number of segments?

(c) Which points are the endpoints of

the greatest number of line seg-

ments?

47

(d) How many more line segments can
N.

be drawn using dnly the given points

as endpoints?

a

5. How many line segments can be drawn in the following manner?

(a) Wheh three points are used, if they are not in the same

'line segment.

(b) When.four'points are used, no three in the same line segment.

(c) When five points are used, no three in the same line segment. .

(d) When six points are used, no three in the same line segment.

(e) Can you guess, from your answers'above4hWalany line segments

can be drawn when seven points are used, no three in the same

line segment, without drawing a picture?
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4N,

CO( t ion 6-4 kay. and i

Mere are other imporiant =sets of points that have speuial prop-

ertios. Some,ot--these nyvir sets of points are very much like line

segments. Recall that a line segment is a set that uontoins -two points

and all ihe points'between them. Draw a line segment on your paper and

label it W. Now find a new point named R so that 9 is between P and

R. Your picture might look like this:

Now find a new point named S so that R is between Q and S. Now find

other points T, U, V in the same way so that R is between P and each

of them. If you continup in this way you will soon come to- the edge_of

the paper. If your paper were very wide could you keep on finding new

points? If your paper did not stop could you find the last point?

Connect the points as you did in drawing a line segment. The fig-

\
ure you have shown is called a ray. The ray you have drawn has only

opite endpoint. The line segments vike studied before had two endpoints.

A ray is fOrmed by extending a line 'sNigment infinitely in one direction.

The endpoint of The ray you have drawn is named P. We name a ray by

using the name of the, endpoint first and any other point of the ray

second.

These are pictures of rays:
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Wha t at 0 t (IRl1) Ill t 't I 114 I ay.:' Who t t t lIt [tank". t t he I

lho arrow shows that thole is no end of the set of point!, in a lay. lho

rays shown on the previous page are Atr, MN, -1-i:!Mnd (A . lhe bai with the

arrow above the letters reminds us that we aro talkinq about.o lay.

Remember, tho first letter always names the endpoint.

In the figure below we have three points P. M and N, with M between

P and N. We draw:the two rays MP and MN.

Wu-

We have a picture of two cays that are opposite each ot er. The ray MN

goes on and on to the right without end and the ray MP g on and on

to the left without end; the two arrows remind us of this fact. We

say that two rays are opposite each other if they have only their end-

points in common and the endpoint is the other poinft of the

two rays. The line-shown above is the line through the two points P and

N (or P and M, or M and P; etc.). We write it as1°N1°.(or1-5M.OrI-", etc.).

Let A and B be any two points. Then the line AB, written-XE7 can

be thought of as +he union of the two rays, Alleand -01-. Why?

A
itisaNi

Remembering that a point has no size, how many lines do you think

two points show? The picture that follows shows several "lines'through

5 ct
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9

the poi nt4, A "I I fie'," fl.tw 1,4 ihtmt,(1 w i Iii 'an., I I I c, t 1'1 '.

so that we can talk about them.

Which of the above shows a line? If your answer was line AB, then you

already know,what is meant by a lino. We think of a line as being,

"straight." From now on when we say "line AB" we shall mean the one
1

and only lino through points A and B. the bar with the two arrows above

, the letters will remind us that we are talking about a line e.g.( AB )

To Review:

(1) Ihis is the lino segment, AB or BA, having the endpoints

A affd B.

(2) This is the ray from A through B, or AB.

A

(3) This is the ray from B through A, or BA.

111

51)
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(4) 1hi. tho lino, AB m «mtoining tho p()int., A .ind H.

4

(5) Given any two points A nd B,

(a) There is exactly one line segmonithl A to B or

from Li to A.

(AB or LiK)

(b) There if., exactly one ray through B having ANab-mm

endpoint.

(AB)

(c) There is exactly one ray through A having-B as eridpoin.i.

61

(BA)

(d) There is exactly one line containing the points A:and B.

AAB orAaiT

Exercise 6-4

.1. Here aravsome rays.

V)

Give the name for e4ch.

2. In 11.he figure on the right,

(a) Name three lines.

(b) Name three line segments.

(c) Nam six rays%

G 0
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V

5. Wt) d i d tha t -"Aircou d ti t houqh t ot as the union of the

AB and -Plr. What is the intersection ot these two rays"(
. . _ . _ _ _

'two rtiy!)

---)P-
4. lhe tollowiny picture shows two toy.1,, AU and AC, having the same

endpoint. Do -those rays form a line? Why?

I

5. Are the twQ rays pictticesi in,Exercise 4 opposite rays? Why?
-,..

--.....,

6. A ray could be definedas the union of points A and B, all points
1.

. bet Ss14wee A and B, and all points beyond A from B on line.7a.

,

Does

this set define --A-ror does it define BA?

7. Which of the following statements are true?

A. ray has (a) one endpoint.

(b) two endpoints.

(c) many endpoints.

(d) no endpoint.

A line has

A line t has

(a) one endpoint.

(b) two endpoints.

(c) many endpoints.
.

'N.-CALL...no endpoint,.

(a) one endpoint

(b) two endpoints.

(c) many endpoints.

(d) no endpoints.

*4

lo
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t h It .111(1 I

_ _ . .

Which of -the following ',uifoces do you think are flat?

(a) A_table top

(b) the surface ot the earth

(c) A pane of glass

(d) the blackboard

(o) The surface of a ball

If your answers were (a), (o), and (d) , then you already have some

idea of what is me!nt by flatness. Look around the classroom and see

if there are other objects that show flatness.

Now imagine a flat surface such as a table top extending indefi-

nitely far in every direction. If you start at any poinl on this flat

surface, you can walk in any direction without reaching an edge. This

is the idea that we wish to have when we talk about a plane. We think /

of a plane as a special set of points that Ilas infinite length and wldth,

-but no thickness.

NrA,
.\

I /--

/ I

Which is the best picture to show a plane? The flatter the picture, the

better the drawing.

CSI
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Wt% ,c,tutt i f11 di ow pit hit (". I I t II(' kflit". I)(' I t)W It) ,tlt 1)1.111t14,.!

Plano I

As the figures above suggest, we sometimes name a plane with a

Roman numeral, such as I, II, Ill, etc., or nathe three points (not all

oiT the same line) that are in the plane. We say that three points not

all on the same line show exactly one plane.

r-
Exercise 6-5

"""imszta,,s.

I. Mark two points, A and B, opthe plane oryour paper'and draw the

line AB.

(a) Do you think that every point of the line segment AB alSo

lies in the plane of the papetC/

(b) Do you think that every point of the line AB lies-in the

plane of the paper?

(c) Could there be another plane, different from the viane of

your paper, that also contains every point of line AB?



2. Look at the corner of your claioom whutu the pldne of 1hu

wall meets ior intersovts) the plane of the front wall. lhe edge

where the two walls meet Is what we think of as d lino segment.
..._

The intersection of the planes, however, is a line,.

Now look at the plane of the ceiling where ii meets the planes of

the front and side wdlls. How many points do all three of these

planes have In comrrxm?

3. If two points of a line lie in a given pldne, do you think all the

points of the line lie in that plane?

4. Could a line have only one point in common with a given plane?

0
Section 6-6 Paths

Mark a point, A, anywhere on your paper and place the lip of your

pencel at that point. Trace out any drawing you like without lifting

your pencil from the paper. Drawings like these may be obtained:

(c)

(g) (h)

All such drawings are called paths. Note that (a), (c), and (d) cross

themselves at least once. Paths (a), (b), and (e) do not end where

they started. Paths (d), (e), (f), and (g) consist entirely of line

segments. Paths, (f), (g), and (h) do not cross themselves and go back

to the starting point.
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A path that nuvor Lro. t I I .,inyltLpath. (b), (0),

(f), (g), (h)

A path that does noi cross itself and does not go back to the

starting point is a simple open path. (b), (0)

A path that never crosses itself and does back to the starting

point is called a simple closed path. (f), (g), (h)

Exercise 6-6

I. Which of the following are (i) simple paths, (ii) simple open

paths, and (iii) simple closed paths?

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g). (h)

2. Draw three different simple open paths.

3. Draw two paths which are not simple paths.

Section 6-7 Regions

Mark on a piece of paper three points which do not lie on the same

line and draw the three line segments joining them. Your drawing may

look like the one on the following page.

6

_1
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We call this figgre a triangle. We say that the triangle is made up

of the union of the three line segments. We can also say ihat a triangle

15 a simple closed path.

V
Notice as you look at -the drawing of the triangle that the lino

segments that make up the triangle divide the plane of your paper into

4 three sets of points. The three sets.o.f points are (i) ihe points on

the inside of- the triangle, (ii) on the triangle, and (iii)

the points on the outside of the triangle.

Study the figures below and see if you can identify the points

which are on the inside, the points which are on the outside and the

points which are on each of the simple closed paths.

Figure I Figure II Figure III Figure IV

Point A is inside figure I, and point B is on figure I. Point D

is inside figure II while point C is outside figure II. In figure III

point G is on the outside, point F ls on the inside while point E is on

the figure. In figure IV, point X is on the outside of the simple

closed path.
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Look df figuiu I. Wu said that fiqure I divides the plane of tho

paper into three sets --tthe set of all points insiN the triangle, th#,

\

set of all points on the triangle, dnd the set of all points outside the

irrangle. Let us think about two of those sets together. Ihink about

-the set of all points on 1he triangle together with the sot of points

inside the triangle. 'This now set of points is called a region. Since

the simple closed path is a triangle we call the figure a triangular

region.

We may show that we are -talking about -the triangulir region by

drawing a figure like this one:

If you place a matchbox on a piece of paper, yo can trace three

different kinds of figures. Your tracings should look something like

these:

V

Side

"s.

/ End

Top

You could:use a tiook to get the same kind of drawings on a large

piece of paper. Eall drawing will be made up of four line segments

6 `;'.
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and tour angles. I I dll the angles are right angles (square corners)

we call the figure a rellyngle. A rectangl is a simp_le closed_pdth

that is made Iv of four lino s)gments and four,squore corners.

Which of the pictures below represents a rectangular region? Can

you find a circular region?

(a) (b)

111
(d) (e)

(c)

(f)

Section 6-8 Polygons and Polygonal Regions

Cut a triangular region out of paper or cardboard. Your figurp

should look like Figure (16

Figure (l)' Figure (2)

Now cut along a line segment AB as in Yigure (2). The n3gion

you now have has four edges as in Figure (3). Now cut al'Ong a line

segment CD as in Figure S4). The region you now have hos five edges

as in F1gure.(5):ft (Figures 3, 4, and 5 are shown on the following page.)

f-;
L)
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4

Figure (3)
)
Figure (4)

This process of cutting the cardboard or paper along line segments

X

Figure (5)

could.be repeated many times and you would get figures similar to the

ones shown above: q

,can.sqb that by cutting along line segments we con get plane

figures with three, four, or five sides. In fact, we could get

figures, with lemony sities as we might choose. Such figures represent

polygons. A polyclon_is a simple closed path made up of line segments.

The common endpoints ar4 called vertices. (A single common end-

point is called a vertex.) :The line segments are called sides.

Some.polygons have names according lo the number of sides they

have.\ We know already that a 3-sided polygon is called a triangle.

A 4-sided polygon is called a quadrilateral. A 5-sided polygon is

a pe
111111V

, .

--.

Mark a triangular piece of cardboard and cut it along line segments

PO and Kas shown below on the left. You should get_4 figure like the

one shown oh the'righ,t, a five-sided polygon Aifferent fo1 fhe po,lygon

in figure (5) above.

4.0
\.

t)-
.v, f 42



Now, let us see if we LOri di!Kover fhe w,y., ti tii(h the two

figures are different.

Lobel the vertice-, of lho figure A, H, 1), t Otow line

segments whose endpoints are on fhe sides of the fiqures 1! shown

A

(6)

61

(7)

Observe that all the line segments of the firAl figure lie inside the

polygon. In the second figure some of the line segments hove points

'which are outside the polygon. Polygons like the one shown inNig-

ure (6) are called convex polygons. They have\he proper'ty that all

line segments whose endpoints are on the sides of the polygon have no

points outside the polygon.

If any line segment whose endpoints are on the sides of the polygon

does have points on the outside of the polygon, the polygon is called

a concave polygon. Figure (7) would be an example of a concave polygon.

You Kill remember that when we talked about regions we said_ that

_

we were thinking about the union of two sets of points the set of

points on the inside of the simple closed path that formed the figure

and the set of points on the figure. Can you guess what is meant by

potygonti region? It is toihe set of all points bounded by the simple

closed path (all the points [nside the figure) and all the points on

fh6 boundary (all the points on the'figure).

41.
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I ho f I tilll I% b(% QW .11 I t kir e, t oi yil( I r oti i top,.

)

lok
Exercise 6-8

(1) Draw two hexagons (six-sided figures) ABCDL1 and PQRS1U, the first

one being convex' and fhe second yne concave.

DraW the line segments BF, BE, BD, RU, RP, and RT (these are

called diagonals of the polygons).

In this way the polygonal regions are subdivided into triangular

regions whose interiors do noA

(2) Draw any polygonal region, convex or concave, and show.how it can

be subdivided into triangular regions which do not overlap.

Section 6-9 Circles

You will nee,d a compass for this part of yogr work. Mark two points,

P and Q, on your paper. Using your compass, can you find a point R

that is just as far from point P as point Q is?



Ppint Q is as

far from point

P as point R Is.

Can you find three other points that are as far.from P as Q and

R are? Call them S. T, U. Can you find ten more? Can you.find many

others?

With your compass connect all the points in order. ihe figure

you have drawn is called a circle. In drawing the-circle we found that

we had,

(I) a point, P, called the center.of the-circle, and

(2) a fixed distance between the center, P, and each of the

points Q, R, S U, that yod found.

Now we can say that a circle is the set of all points in.a plane

that are a fixed,iistance from a given point in the same plane.

A line segment that has one endpoint as the center of the circle

and the other endpoint on the circle is called a radius of the circle.

r A compass is a _convenient instrument for drawing eft dircle because

the opening can be adjusfed.

In the following work you are sometimes nequired to use a compass

ft) draw only a part of a circle as in the. figure below.:

A

0 I
.

63
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We (all that part ot the circle shown as a ')lid line in the fiuure

ci circular arc or art,../T. We sometimes use the symbol iq.1 to show d cir-

cular arc, and this is rad "arc AN". lho center of an arc the center
_ _ . _ .

of the circle which contains tho arc. lhe figure below shows throe arcs

of different sizes and their centers.

Af \,

B
0 /

A

(a) (b) R(c)

In Figure (a) the arc AB consists of half the circle and is called

a semi-circular arc or semicircle. In Figure (b) arc AB is smaller than

a semi-circle and Figure (c) shows arilWc that is larger than a semi-

circle. If we take two points on a circle, such as R and S in the

Figure (d) below, they determine two arcs of the circle. In Figure (d),

the arc shown in heavy line is smaller than a semi-circle. The arc

shown in lighter line is larger than a semi-circle.

d (e)

The two points R and S may also be chosen so that the tto arcs

formed are both semi2circies as shown in figure (e).

01-



Ixercise 6-9

I. Use your compas,; to draw three cirC.les ot ditforen1 sizos. Are

theso circles paths? Are they simple path,T.? Are thoy

paths or open paths? Draw a radius of each circle.

2. 'Useyour compass to draw o somi-circular arc; on arc smaller than

a semi-circle; and an arc larger than a semi,circle. Are these

arcs. simple paths? .Are they closed pathslof open paths?

. 3. With your ruler, mark 'two points A and Li on your paper 'two inches

apart. With an opening that is a little more than one irich, use

your compass io draw two circles, one with center- at A and the

other with center at B. Do these two circles intersect or cross

each other? If so, bow many times? Now take, an opening that is

a little less than one inch and draw two circles with centers al

A and B as before- Do these vircles cross each other?

4. With your ruler mark two points R and S that are three inches

apart on your paper. Tell what opening you would need to set on

your compass so that.ci-rdles with centers at R and S.would:

(a) Intersect In two points.

(b) Touch each other in just one point.

(c) Not intersect each other at all.

Section 6-10. Pairs of Line Segments

To see what pairs of line segments are like, let us look at 11.4o

straight edges. This is a good place to start because we draw line

OP'

a

65
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1-

.,ey'Rnt, with Afoight odljw,. if wo hdvo two piocw, of woc of hodvy

cardboard that look like this,

then we have many straight edges. Here are two examples of straight

9dges:

f t t
First straight

edge
seco,d straight

edge

If we fit the two edges,foyether, we could get something like this:

Second straight edge

First straight edge

ig. We notice that there are no holes where the edges meet. The two edges

are both straight. Try this.yourself with two straight edges.

If we-slide one of the edges along the other until their ends just

meet, they will look something' like this:

We see that the edges do not fit exactly. The second edge is longer

than the first and the first is shorter than the second.

Another way straight edges may fit is like this:

econd straight
edge

First straight
edge
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\

w
Can yot find two straight edges that tit this way? We say that

stcaight edges such as these fit exactly. their endpoints fit together.

Whenever iwo straight edges fii together so
that endpoints fit endpoints, we say they
fit exactly. We also say they areicongrueni.
Congruent is another word for fit exactli.

Here is a pair of congruent line segments.

The page can be folded over so that the segments fit exactly. Try it

alter tracing the segments on a sheet of thin paper.

Here are three line segments.

We cannot make any two 04-lhese line segments fit together by folding

the page without tearing the page. How can we tell, if two of them

are congruent? For example, how can we tell if either db. or Er. is
.

congfuent to AB?. One way is to cut AB out of the page and try to ?it

it to CD and to -ff. But isn't there some other way? Yes, there are
4

several.

One other way, and it is a good way, is to make a straight edge

that fits AB? and then try to fit the edge to CD and EF. For example,

take the edge of a piece of paper or the edge of a folded piece of

paper. Now fit it'to AB. Fit one endpoint of the edge at A.

A
Your straight edge
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then mark the point on the.odqo that tits U. Uall the point you mark

B', and Lail the endpoint that fits A, A', like

A

A' B'

-The part of the straight edgo that starts at A' and ends at B' is a

copy of Ail. If this copy fits ab then Ati and CD are congLuent. If it

does not, then AB and CD are not congruent.

Try now to fit your edge to CD, Can you fit it sct'that A' fits

C at the same time that B' fits D? What do you conclude about AB and CD?

NQW try to fit your edge to LF. Can you fit it so that A' fits E.

at the same time- that B' fits F? What do you conclude?

Here is another question,. On a separate piece of paper, draw a

line segment and a ray like this.

A
How would you find a Nint B on' the ray AC so that AB is congruent to

PQ? We want to transfer the segment PQ to the ray AC.

Make a copylbf PQ on a straight edge, calling the endpOints of

tha.copy P' and Q'. Then fit your edge to the ray, with Q' at A.
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P' is then Md t-Lhed wi th some point on the ray. It you marl, this point

and calf it Li you wi I I have made a I int! segment Alt cow wilt to Pc

you agree? Why?

We can atso use a compass to transfer PQ to AG.

69

. Do

Fit the compass point,3 io P and Q. lhis sels the compass. Without_

4

changing thiAotting, put the pin point at A and d9w an arc that inter-

sects the ray. the arc intersects the ray of B. (See the f011owing

diagram.)

Carry out the/construction with Your compass, and compare P'Q' with

your new AB.

SiBction 6-ll PerpOndicular Bisector

In this section we are going to show you with pictures and with

words how to construct a very special kind of line segment. To begin

with, draw a line segment A-6 in +Ire middle of a clean piece of paper.

A
.

Then fold the paper so that the two endpoints are on top Qf each other.

Press the paper flat to make a fold: Unfold the paper and mark the

point where the fold cuts AB. Call this point C. What can you say

about the line segments AC and CB? They are congruent because they

match each other in foldipg. They fit exactly!

76
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Crease or fold

Since AC and CB are congruent, C i5 half way between A and B.

We call C the midpoint of 44.
Ir-

Let's look at another way Of frnding the midpoint of a line segment.

In the middle of another clean sheet of paper draw a line segment.

Set your compass, and with L and K as centers.draw arcs that meet each

other in two points, like is shown below.

Be sure to use the same setting of your compass for both arcs. If

your arcs do not meet, or if they meet at exactly one point,

then change your compass to a wrder sqtting, and draw two arcs again.

,P
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Nemo -the poini!> where ihe dIcb meet 1 and P. Ihen draw

1he point where IP k.rses LK, wo will call G.

What can you say about 0? Doe, it look as if LG and GK are congruent?

Fold your paper along 1P. Hold your paper up to -the light. Oo you see

that. LG and OK fit exactly? They will fit exactly if you have done

your drawing and folding carefully. G is thv midpoint of EK because

\

LG and GK are congruent. We say that 1P is a bisector of EK because

it intersects LK at its midpoint.

Keeping your paper folded along TP, make another fold, this time

along E.G. This fold makes a square corner or a'Kght angle at G.

Unfold our paper and look at the creases. Do you see that EG and TG

make a right angle? What other right angles do you see?

If you have any doubt about where the right angles are in your

drawing, take a moment to check your observations with a square corner

made from another piece of paper.

Whenever two line segments cross and_form right angles, we say that

the Line segments are perpendic'ular.

We see that the bisector TP is perpendicular to EK. For this

reason, we call TP a perpendicular bisector of EK.

Now go back to the piece of paper on which you drew Tali. Remember

chow you folded this paper to find the midpoint C of AB. With A and B

So
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as centers, use your compass once mote to (how di(!) thdt meet edk.h otticr

in two points. As bAore, make sure Ithat you use the sdnu Wtting ft)t

drawing both arce.;.:

Do the points where the arcs meet lie on your told? If you have drawn

carefulJy, they will:
-2)

Draw a line segment that joins the two points. Do you ,,ee that

it lies right in the fold? The fold you made is the perpendicular
so.

bisector of AB. A

To make your ideas of bisector and perpendicular clearer, study

these three drawings:

C.

B A

(a)

B A

(b) (c)

(I) In figure (a) GH is a bisector of AB but is not a perpendicular

bisector of AB. Also,,AB Is a bisector of -6.4 but is not a per-

pendicular bisector of GH.

(2), In figure (0), GH is a perpendicular bisector of AB. AB does

not bisect -6-14, but does make square corners with

(3) In (c) each of the two line.segments is a perpendicular bisector

of the oiller.
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I. Suppose

73

that we hove traced a ,,troiqhtedge and mode a line ,,t.umeni

like thi:

A ;

it we choose another straightedge and trace it on the same paRer,

we shall have a second line yyment like that below.

-there are many positions in which AU and CD might be drawn. We

can.draw the iwo line segments in such a way that -they have no

point in common; that is, they do not intersect.

A

If two line segments have one or more points in common, they are

said to intersect. There are many positions in which the two

A

line segments intersect in exactly one point. Here are some examples:

52

Lined up end to end

82

Touching

Connected end to end
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.

3.

Q

4

finally there aro positions in which they intersect in more than

one point.

A
ct

, D A

iA

Use twa paper. straightedges to show each of the above positions.

4
, .

LarlJer- we le.arned that hen lino segments cross and are also per-
,.

. . .
.

1
pendlcUlAr- rhey form righd anglqs. Line segments can also make

s.
4>: .o

gh14441 es like th 1 s
h 4%

Connected-kd to end louching

We now extend our.defidition of perpendicular to include any two

line segments Gight angle.

Line segments are,perpendicula.r if
theLy make dne or rexigtit 'angles.

How many different-right antes. -do you'th.lnk two line segMents. ,.

f..

_

can make? '

:. .

.
.

Helce are some pairs4of line segments.. -Use one'of the following
,x4

'

phrases todescrite the rflationship of each pair: 'crossing'i,'

4611114

'Ttouching", ",connected.,yOnd to end", "lined up end to end", "making"

a right.angle% 'non-intertection"-.

.1two lines cs-osing: s

11141!
.

(k

:

Example: -Figbre (a)*shows
.

1.1
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$$

/

4

(d)

4.. Test each pair of line seginents In Exercise 3 for congruence.
\

5. Draw a ray on-9 piece of paper, and call its ahdpoint T.

a,

.1

#

On. your ray draw linesegmentsi4vith.endpoints at ¶, that'are

congruent to these three line segments?

Q
Which.of these three given segments isthe longest? Which is the

shortest? (Do not usetruler;)
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0. In the picture which follows, try to find a line .,cument thdt is

d perpendicular bisector (d XY; of 1)1 ; 1(

7. Make a paper straightedge and bisect it by folding. Bisect, each

resulting half of the straightedge in the same way.

8. Copy each of, 'these line segments and use a straighiedge and com-

pas to construct a perpendicular bisector of each copy.

I.
4.

9. Among thesse line segments, which pairs aro congruent pairs?
-a

1
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10. By tr!.inq tho compwo., (.ompdro thow lino .,o(Iments for lonqth. loll

which the lonqw)t, the next lenwl,t, the next loneo5t, and

forth.

A

II. When we constructed perptdicular bisectors with d compass we mado

sure that we drew the two'arcs with the same setting of44 com-

pass. Something interesting will happen if you use different

settings for the -two arcs. Let's discover what it is

.
Start with a line segment ,A13 drawn on a piece of paper. With A '

as center, draw n arc as shown below.

Then change your compass to a smaller setting and draw an arc

with center B that intersects the first arc in two points. Con-

nect these two points with a line segment. What do you see?

. Test your answer with a square corner. Where is the midpoint of

AB?,

41,
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12. Copy each of t he5e I i ne ,,e(prien t nd f i nd t he rrn dpo jut of your copy :

Section,o-12 Pairs of Lines

Wa have just studied how line seqment!') can int4rsect n many dif-.

ferent ways. In this section we shafl see how lines intersect.

If there ore two lines in a plane, then (1) they have no point in

common, or- (2) have one point in common, or else (3) are the same Hine.

To see this, suppose that two lines have more than pne point in common.

Choose two of.thes common points. Then each of our lineS goes through

these two points. But through 1140 points Were is'jusi one line. So
, ,

the rwo lines are the same.

After this, when we say "two lines" we shlp mean two that jre .

.

.

not the same li- ne. We can now say that:

Givenany two lines in a plane, either
they do not intersect or they intersect
at Just one point.

If two lines intersekt, we call.the_uoint wfiere they Frhersect the

point of intersection.

*i

I.

co

116
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S.

t t WU I i rit. I fl I of t , t.,In try t f I t i r i gh t angl 0 .1 t t he

inter.,ection. Here are three examples ot what we might find:

79

In each case, we put the tip of the square corner at the point of

intersection. Then we fit one straight edge of the 424ip.er to one of
.

the strai90 lines. Now, see whether the other straight edge fi-ts

the other straight line. If it $10QS, we vall the two straighf

perpendicular (just as we did for line'seqments). In. example (c) above,

the Iwo lines are perpendicular. In the other two examples the-lines

are not perpendicular../
Two lines are perpendicular if:

(a). they intersect and
(b) a square corner fits exactly at the

intersection.

On a piece of paper, draw a line aad a point on the.line:

)

How would yoU draw a line that is erpendicular to your line at C? You

111."-

I.

may do this by placing square coener in this position.



A

'-*

A suppose that we are given a line, and a point C not on the line:

110.-

C.
How could we draw another line that is perpendicular to the given line

and goes through C? If we use a square corner it is easy. We fit one

edge of the square corner to ihe given line, like this,

1 I

and then sliide the sgAre corner along the Irne, (keeping il fitted to

the line) until.the other straight edge of the square Corner Comes to

the given point..

14.

. .Here we stop and trace the ed§e that is at the-point. This makes 4 1-ine

segment,

4

Cf
A

1
and the line segment deterTines a straight Arne which pales through C

and is perpendicular to 'tile lAne with which we started.

:

7-

t

4 . :*":"
A.

-
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There is another wav to draw perpendicular lines. All you need

a straight facIlle and a compass. A

81

Start once more with a line and a point C on it. rut the point of

your compass at C and cut the line with an arc on each side of C.

(We have let A and B be the names of the points at which the arcs `Cut

the uline.) Now open your compass some more, and with A and B as

centers, draw two more arcs, the way we did when we bisected line seg-

nts. They intersect at two points D and E:

/I.

.14. 411.

The straight line -1:hrOugh D and E is perpendicular to the given tine,

1-6: 'at C. Why?

90

11
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40it

there. ore ,everol things you con do here to convince yourself that

"or ---*
DI 15 per porn.] i o A: . One tt) rornu 'Tit) ef the way you (NJ r ned_ t

_

COn.:0 r u C rpe_nd iCuIdr rit.",eqrnt2n t . 1 he I i no segment D I s per pen-

-aodicular to Ay nCe Dt and Ati make right ,anglos, so do LA and AB.

Another thing you can do to convince yoursolt that 01 andlArnare_

Ler pond I cu I or i s to 01 d. y9.iir pope r_a ona If you -then fold your

wer alori (.A you will hoN.e made a paper square corner whose edges

lie aloi^ rt-and CC.

e have used a strai.,Iht edge and compass to draw a line perpen-

diclar to/LI civen line through a given point, C, on the given line.

e."

sIlL14%,4p.3 line ahi a point, C, noi on the line.. Open your corn-

10'

pass enoughposo inat when you put the point at C you can draw an-arc

that c.145 the lino in two points. Call thw_t two points A and B.

lhen, wI tho, t changing the setting on your compass, make big arcs with
a.

A and 0 as centers. These arcs intersect at two points, one of which

is C itself. The line throucn C and the other point will be perpen-

dicular to h.2.

'rou have now seen enough exaMples to understand the difference

between the line segments we draw and the pictures we draw when we

thinR74%\f lines. Line segments are shown by drawings that we make

with straight edges. Line segMents have endpoints. If weAraw a line

segment AB joining two points A and B,



A

we in think of the line 1.;egment AL extended to line AB. AB is just a

part at this line. We can not draw dll of the line. When we draw a

picture for someone, then, how du we show him -that we are thinking of

the I I no Uand not just the segment AB? We make -the segment d Hine

(7

longer, so that it extends past A and B, and ihen put arrow heads on it

83

lo show that we are thinking about ihe eniire.line such as we show here:

A B
142.-

Remmber also how we made the drawing for the line through C per-

pendicular to the given line. We did not draw pictures like the

following two examples: :

What we drew was-'1ike the following figure which ciearly shows the

4 intersection of the two lines.

4

9 0
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When we draw part of d IIHO 111 d gcometri(- figure, we draw only

enough io show clearly the relation.,hip of the line to the other part.,

of the figure. When we have drawn enough of the line, we ,ly that we

have drawn the line.

Now, lei 'us explore another important reldli.on.hip Concerning

I i nes. iwo I i nes in a pl ane a re pa ra 1_1 e f_t h ,jnotlarstrai1ht

line that is perpendicular lo each of them. 'ince you know how to draw

perpendicular lines, it will be easy for you to draw parallel lines.

[or example, start with a line like this on a piece ot paper :

No-

Draw a second line that is perpendicular to it (this is easily dor 0

with a squ,Sre corner).

Second line

First line

Then draw a third line that is perpendicular to the second line:

Third line

Second line

First line



si*

0

1 he f rs t and third I i no.; o pdt 1 10 1 n( 0 1110 i pot e0 (id k (11,ir

to ea(.h of t hem.

You (.an do even M0F0. Given ,iny 'Inn And AM( poinl not Qm it you

con f i nd ()not her I i no t tujt is par t o the (1i yen 1 i no ,Ind qoe t tirouoh

t ho q i ye n point . Here is how :c..4-4,1 hiouoh tp.e 1:( von poi n t on..tru(1 d 1 i 110

perpondicul.ar tu thu qivon tint!.

-411

Given point

44 -IN.

-4

Second line

Given line
4

Then construct a third line that is perpendicular to the second line

at the given point. Your result will look like this:

A

Second line

Third line

Given. point

_;

Given line

IF-

9

t

OP-
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lxercisu
. _ _ _ _ _

by ',ight, then by uc,inq ',(11,0re te.'t each of the

following pai r of straight lines. Which are parallel? Which

are perpendicular?

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

(e)

2. In Lxercise I, which pairs of lines do you think
/
are intersecting?

Remember that we can never draw all of any line; two straight lines

may intersect although the parts of them shown in a drawing may not

intersect.

3. It is a fact that two lines in a plane that are parallel cannot
A

intersect; therefore:

(a) Can two parallel lines in a plane be perpendicular?

(b) Can two perpendicular lines in a plane be parallel?

4. This'exercise will lead to a discovery. in order to make the dis-

covery you wiil have Io draw a li.ne that is perpendicular to oRe

'

ot two parallel lines. This will mean drawing-a perpendicular line

n#ber of .times..'It is more Convenient to uSe your square corner

instead ofyour compass for drawing perpendiculars. If you have a

a ,

9
4

,

.tdat
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i r Hof \tot, , if .1w pi 'I pt'rld I 111,11 t I II ld w i t

14 t .111 W I h I ()1111)51.'. 11Id t 101 k)h t ttIjv. Now

t. r t ht S i

t t) I

-n c ot pape1-2 dr aw two pa_ra LI 01 _I jne,, . Mar k two poi n

.1*- That_
,)n t;a, h I i 11a qi vo thorn harne..,, ,,o that knio of the I i rn N, 11

and tnu other I 1. 1hrough 1 drdw d line perpendiculdr to H'.

He .dre to draw enough of MI5 lino to show it, intersection-with

Call the point of intersection 13. What do you think is the

lat ion betwetm 131 and IH? What do 1 lir! Corners d t 13 look
l .

I ke?

tep

(
Now throaqh. P draw a line perpendicular to41 011: Let 1- be the name

of the point where thi,; lino intermect'_, IH. What do the corners

at I look4like?

..)tep

Now fold ur paper so ihat 11) and IH are ri_ght on top of each

-7

other. ihis Okts-B on top of 1 and t on top of P. Hold your

paper up to the light. What do you-a4?

Do you see that the right angles that you constructeCl at T fit

exactly the corner:As at B? Do you sle that the corners at F fit

exactly with the right angles that you made at P?

Step 4:

Now unfold your papet-, and pick_any point you lik9 on 1H. Call

it Y, for "your poPnt". Through Y araw a line perpendicular to
... 1

4. \
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(

-4 0-

I H. Whd (,.drI you t\ tn I t, I .11 1 fi 1 1- ;t t " I

and TI Ihi t , t telati tvv4,,,,r) t -' :ti

By now you should have some very dfitinito.t,,,,,;hr 11),nit

happens whon yow draw d lino porpondikulJr to oho (.0 two p.4(.411o1

A line that is perpendicular to one ol
two pilrallel.lines is also rerpendrcular
to the o her.

t..

5 As you worked your way through Exercise 4, you r".) have wi._;hed

for a way to keep track of angles-that you knew were ricjht angles.

In the picture below,.you will see that we have *drawn a little

mark, (1- or -1 ),lin some-of the corners. This little square

corner is the symbol which we use to-show that two intersecting

lin0s are perpendicular. For example, we have put this mark at

C, D, H, and at two 'other points to indicate thort the,li;nes

crossing there are perpendicular.

As you study the picture on the following page, see if you can

answer these two questions:

(a) Which pairs of lines in tha following figure are pairs of

perpendicularNlines?
Aq

(b) Which are pairs of parallel lines?

Be caretial herel- We haven't marked all the right angles, and

4

we haven't drawn all of the intersections.

4

a
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6. Do psi, think that the following statement is a telie statement?
,

4
A line that-is parallel tao clne of two

parallel lines is parallel lo the o-ther
one also.

Section 6-13 Rays and Angles

1low let us investigate pairs of rays in a plane. There are several

ways in which a pair of rays may Intel-sect, but one is especialy impor-
t;

tamt. When two rays have the same endpoirwt, bui no other point in

common, we say that the two rays make an angle.. .That i5:

An angle is a unican of two rays that have
the same endpoint, but no other point in
common and are not opposite rays.

S.

4 Of the three paIrs of rays pictured.below, only the middle pair is an

.angle.

If two rays make an angle, weCkh!fll also say that.they.are connected

N
end to end. The common endpoint is called the vertex of the angle, and

the two rays are the sides or edpes of the angle.

9 a

a

S.
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"lhere is a special angle the one in which a square corner fits

the sides and the vertex. We call it a riaht_anale. Here is an example:
.

Rempmber, when iwo rays have their endpoints in common-so that the

-endpoint is between the other points of tthe lwo rays (AU and We)

isms.' point

A

the rays are<,plJed oppositefray6. In this book, when we speak of an

angle? we mean one for which the tlo rays are not oppyisite
/

ra s.

.Nowilet'lk see how wernamie angles. Skippose we have t'Wo ay5i that

. '0.
make an angle, and'the rays are already named (if they are not, we can

name them). Tfle vertex has a letter name, perhaps Y, and the sides bear

0- --I.
mynas like YJ and YS. We could say "the angle YJ and YS". This is

Nr 'Quite all right, bvt we clan be mor:e bridf.

A

. We can also say aftgle JYS. To be even more brief 'We can use a little

mark, (L), to remkioNs that JYS is arrangle. We can then,say, "LAYS"

dr or "LSYJ". At times:we may wish to be'moKe.brief and call the angle
4

by a numeral cather than bly h3tters. For example4 we may,wish to call

oUr angle,L1, rather than

4.

9 0
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4
iho order in which the letter,; are placed is nog important except

that the vertex -letter is nameg,ih the middle. it you see the syrtols

" L.D(Q" or "d/ QX1",sycl)S-voill know that they.name 4,1 I 1 angl,w. which curl-.

1

sists of the two rays XZ and XQ.
;)

46

4.

Justeas a triangle and a rectangle have inleri.or relions, so does

an angle. Look at these throe figures:

- interior

1

What should we regard as the interior of the onA that is an angler.

There are only two natural possibilities.

0 Interior?

(a) 41, b

Interior7

S

,°

/ As vou may have guessed, exLiple (b) corrzectly illustrates the interior

of an hngle. Does th,is choice have anything lin common with the (ntericir

of a triangle and the interior of a rectangle?. (Remember', the rectan-

gle qnd title tangle are "closed" and the 'an6ie is "open".) All three

have sidesand this gives Us common way of forming the interior:

draw all !Ind segments that haye their endpoints on the sides of the
.

figure..

A
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e

Lxercise 6-13

1. Draw, it poss.iblo, a pair of rays that:

(3', do not intersect..

(bl do not interboct and'are not parallel. (NO:Dm two rgys

are parallel if the hoes of which they ar13 pact are
4

parallOtJ

(c) interselt at a single.point.

inter'sect at a single point and are not an angTe.

(e) intersect at exactly two points:

(.f) have in common a line segment.

(g) make 0 right angle.

1 make an a but do-not intersect.

.1f, in.any of these bases you think that thery is no such parr,

give your neasons for thinking so.

2. Here.are three rays, JP, JS, and JF. How many angles can you

name froM them? How many right angles do,they make?
*

5. if,*in Exercise 2, you added i4y opposite JS, how manY right

anbles:Could you make?

I.



1

4. Here are seven rays.

(a) HoW 'many angld do these ray:, make?

I.

b.

Ir

tt

A

5. .0n a'plece of tracing paper, copy.the rays,that s.tfirt at A. 'Then

-shade the intesiors of.d.4.6AC an4 of ZOAL.

Seption 6-14 QompL\inq Andlei

How can you tell when
/

one angle Is larger than another,'or, whop

two angles have the same si,ze7 SKetimes you can tell jugt by. looking.

For example, study these angles:

Yom would not have any trouble saying which is rarger, would you? But

now loog at these:

4,4

1116 I 0 r)

.

93
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se4

(a) a

a

(b)

Do you think one of them is larger than the other, or would ypu say
. .

that they have the same size? If we could 4Arag them closer together

it would be easier to compare tkem. In fact, a good way to compare

angles (when you can do it) is to try to put one right on top of the

other. Move the angles together so that the interiors overlap and a

,)side of one angle fits exactly on a side of the If we

did this with the two angles, L..XYZ and L.EFG, as owh below,

I

.1

they

ways:

would fit together ih one of four ways. Here we see two of the,

l' 0 5
Y, F



a

ak.

(,an you .determine the.other iwo ways?

lo!

96

In each ot the ways to oorViare angles it is cleai ihat the 'interior

ot LI-6 is contained in the interior otLXYL, and that the :Interior

St/XYL is not contained in --the,inte.rior of/Li-G. Ii4is also cleAX.I.

that we want to consider/A:5G as being valler ilvae ,//*XYL, and

/r XYZ as larger ih811 ZLIG.

Whenever we put twc angles -together with their irkteriors overlap-

(ping, and with a ray of one angje fitt d .exactly to a ray of thq other

angle, one of two things happens:

(a) ;the other two rays fit 'exactly, so that the angles

fit oxactly. In' this case the angles havp the same

size and we call them congruent.

-

(b) A ray of one angle lies in tte interior of the other

angle. In this case the ang[es are not congruent.

One angle is smaller, and the other is larger.

104
a

It

4

a
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Exercise. 6-14

I. Copy the drawing below 4 tracing it on thin paper.

ft

/

Before folding your paper, decide which of your angles you_think

is larger, your copy of ZlIFIP or your copy of

your statement by-folding. Were you right?

2. Make a drawing similar to the one above. Be sure to make straight

Now check

lines and &learly name the points. Now, let a fellow-student take

yolk drawing.and you take his and make the same comparisons you

m4de'ln example I. You might like to

A

Section 6-15 Angles Made by Lines

several examples like th-is.

After you read this section you will see that there are countless

congruent angles all,about us.
f

On a clean piece of paper, draw two intersecting lines,.and call

their ppint of intersection T.
1

The lines make four-rays, all starting at T. The rays, taken in pairs

one fr)m each line, make four different angles. Do you see them in your
1

drawing? We haVe numbered ours I, 2, 3, 4nd 4: These four angles are

Om.

4

a
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called the angles made by ihe two lines. -A side of each of these angles

comes from each line.

cp Angles 1 and 3 ara called vertically opposite angles because they

#° have-a common vertex And because their rays-are opposite pairs.

Do you think that 2 and 4 are vertically' opposite? Why?

Do you think tha't I and 3 are congruent? Do they look congruent?

Try to fit them together by folding your paper. Whaf do you conclude?

Is,2 congruent to 4? Test them by folding. What do you say?

Vertically opposite angles. are con4ruent.

Before working the next set of exercises, let us briefly review

line segments. If two line segments have a common endpoilt, the pair
^
is.nof an angle, because an angle is a pair of rays that have a common

endpoint. .But given two line segments kJ and A-6 with a common endpoint,
4

we can make an angle from them by forming the two rays Airand AC

Tbis angle,LBAQ, is called the angle made by We'and-le

9
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Likewise, when iwo Ilnwsegment,, cro!,s we ,.ay U40 they make tom

angles. This.ls 90own belbw:

1.

Crossing line segmenis

.4

the four angles made by
-the crossing lino segmenis

If two line segments lie on lines ihat are parallel, we call the

line segments JheMselyes parallel. These figures are examples of

parallel line segments.

Exercise 6-15

I. Wha;- does it Mean when.we say that two rays are parallel? When

a ray agd a line segment are parallel? When a line and a line

segment are parallel?

2. In the picture below, name the vertically opposite angles.

410;

10 rs
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3. The line segments below are part of map of Bordersville. Some

of the strleets are named, and others are numbered so that it will

be easier for you to refer to them when you think about the

questions.

(a) How many pairs of perpendicular line segments can you find?

How many parallel ones?

(bK\At each )ntersection, what angles are congruent?

4. Think about where you have seen things that suggest vertically

opposite angles. Do you know two streets that 4re straLght wherO

they cross? If you were to draw a map of.your school playground,

would you have made'any vertically oiposite allgles? Can you find

any line segments in your classroom that each other?

5. Look around your classroom for parallel and perpendicular line

segments. For example, look.at the windows. Are the sides

parallel? Do you see any perpendicular libes?



. V

Section't5-16 Alternate Interior rIclek

There is a famous geometric fiT,re in which congrueni angles always

appear. Let us see if you can discover them.

On a cleanc. thin sheet of paper draw two parallel line5v. Now, draw

a line that cuts across them both as shown belowv.
6

A line like th4s s a transversal of the pamillel li.nes. The trans-

ver I makes four angles with each of the parallel lines. Can you name

Each angle at P is congruent to another angle at P, and eachthem?

angle at Q is congruent 'to another angfe at Q. forexample,

congruent toZ8 andL7 is .congruent toL12., Why? (L6 is vertically

oppositeL8 andt27 is vertically. oppdSiteL.2 ) 'Now, do you seeany

angle at P that seeMs to be congruent to an.angle at Q7 .Check your--

Self by fitting them together,by folding.

Here.is one way. FoFd your paper:so- thatl5elies on. t9p of771.e.

Then your paper, on one side,, looks like this:
.

fold



We have called, the point where PQ crosses the told, M. Fold the

paper again to make a square corner at. M. What seems to appear when

ybu hold your'paprar to the light? If you cannot see clearly enough

through all that paper, unfold your paper and draw the Ilnes more

fhen fold,and have another look. What d you conclude aboUt

ZI.andi...4? Do they appear to be congruent?

What seems to be true about/3 and/2? Whe 'you.fold you'r '

paper, do they fit exactly? AN/3 andL2 congruent?

Do you see that the four angles we have.been talking about,Z2,

2:3,./4, and ZI, are the only angles in the eiCture that have an

edge containing PQ? These four angles are called the interior angles

formed by the transversal and the parallel lines. Z3 and4!./..2 are ,

called alternate interior angles. LI and/4 are also alternate

interior angles. These are show\ in the following examples:

Alternate interior angles

101

Alternate interior angles

Do you see that alternate interior angles have different vertices?

Notice also that the interiors of alternate interior angles lie on

opposite sides'of the transversa.l.

la

Alternate interior angles, formed by
a transversal crossing two parallel
lines, are congruent.

110 .

tor
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a

Vxerclse 6-16

I Here is a picture of a transversal crossing two parallel linos.

(a) Oise your knywledge of vertically dpposito angles, and of

-,145t1ernate interior angles, to nape all the angles congruent 114.

to Zkil3R.

(b) What_angles are congruent to LINN17 k

4
. 2.. On traOng paper make &copy qf the.figure which foltowS. Shade

the interiors of the alternate interior angles marked with arcs.

Look at the diagram of cfirtain et interse8t+ons In the city

of El Paso. The angles formed by the streets have been numbered.

111

::
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Make a list of the conbruent angles formain the diagram.

Section 6-17 Using a. Compass lo Compare Angles

By now you know what angles are, and how lines nd lisn6 segments

make angles. You tiMo know, how to compare angles Onzpap9r_wbvmwor,

you can foldline on top of the other. You*have used this method of

comparison to look at arigles.made by crossing lines in figures such

as the following: 4

s

103

Your study of figures such as those above led you to identify congruent

ingles made by objects in the rodd around you.

But what about angles which cannotbe moved about?.. How are you

going to compare them?

Do you remember how we compared line segments? We made a cOpy

of one and cOmpared the copy with the other. If we could make copies

of angles,-then we could compare one angle with another by comOaring

r:y.

4P
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a copy of it with the other. Then, instead of saying Thai iwo angles
.)e

gare congruent if they fli together exactly, vq3 could say,

Two angles are congruent if a copy of

either one -fits thc other exactly.

We could also say,

One angle is larger (or smaller) than
another if a copy of it is larger.(or
smaller) than the other.

How, then, might we copy.ansles? 4

Some angles are very easy to copy. Right angles are, for example.

Any two right an0es are congruent% Do you agree?

One may is to put thin pwer over the angle and copy the an,gle

onto the paper by tracing. A4lother way o cut a.model of the angle

'from a sheet.of paper. Here is anothemway which you might like even

better.

Let us each start with an angle drawn on a piece of'paper. Ours

looks like this:

tit

a.

.Yours may loOk differpt, but that does not matter, because we are going

to show you with pictures and with words how to copy your angle. ,Start

a.

1 O*1.

.1
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^100
w th your ang lel BAC on a p 1 acre of paper and on ,mot ho r I ece ol paper

draw a ray:

N
E

. ) ,
\

.,
,

4 ,.

NI:3w, let's see how we construct an angle which is congrurt td.Z_BAC

,

Prg

and has DE as one side.

. Take your 'compass

cuts both \ eand AC!

and with ver;tex A as center, draw an arc that

1

(We have tailed the plints where the arc cuts the raV P and Q.)

Leaving your compass unchanged, put the point af D and draw' an arc

that cuts al: You should draw this arc longer Than-the one that

cuts ZBAC.

. 4

te

105
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C.

t

Returning to z___L5PC, sot your Ageas.!: so that one point iits on P at

AOtthe sa()p time the the o4hor iits on Q. ithoui changing this settIng,

pdt the pin point al R and draw an atc that cuts the first arc you dreW

k there. Call the point of intersectidn Y, if you like, and draw the

ray

If you have -done your work.correctly your new angle, YDR, is congruent
4

o /
Now fhat we can copy angles, the iollowing observation can be

made atiout comparing their skzes:

NO'

%
,

The size of two angles can be compared by
matching one with a copy of'the other(
Since the copy can be moved about we simply
observe what happens when we try to fit it
to theopther angle.

.. .

Exercise 6-17

I. At the .beginning- of Section 6-1,4 we loolAadat two sngles thAt are

frficult to compare by sight. .Trace one of them now on.thin.

paper and compare it with the other. What do you conclude?

2. BV s4t only! list -theangles named onthe.next page in the order

of their sizes, beginnUng with the largest.

1

ar

40
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'11;14;1*.

3. and on it constrvt an angle congruent to /BAC
7

of Exercise 2, above. On the same ray, construct another angPe,
4 1)

. this ,one çongruentto.lHJ of Exerc i se 2. Wh ch of these two

. -

angles is larger?

Draw a ray,

4.. Copy the fol lowi ng. angle, ZBAC1, on a pi ece of th 1 n paper. Ow.
,

another piece of paper, draw a ray with endpo int D and use. your

4*.compass to construct an angle congruent to/BAC and having

yoir ray as one side. Put yo r thin_paper copy over the compass
. .s

copy, (and compare them. Does Itie fhin paper copy give you a way

to show that the compas, copy and LIBAC are congruent?

AP

.5 . Cogiare the fol lowing angles using any of the methodswe have dis-

107

cussed. What are your conclusions?
1

.

A

,

1-

............
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(a)

(b)

(c)

tk,-.41101151', .

1

v.

s#
A

Section 6-18 Bisecting an Angle

(e)

t

Another important construction with angles is called bisection.

We bisect an angle tkyidlividing it congruent Remember,

we bisected a line segment by dividing'it into two segments that we're

congruent.

To,bisect the.apgle. BAC,

we find a ray, Aigr: that lies in. theAnterior ofALBAC in suah a way that

4LBAM andLCAM ore ccmgruenti

.



I

ihis is how we do it. With the point A al, t.entet, draw on dIC

that cuts both AD and AC. In the picture below, F ond G are the

names of the points at wkich the rc c4ts the rays.

,

With +he same setting, and with F and G as centers, makeo more

/ acs that intersect away from A, as shown in the figure thai follows.

p.

A

. b C 1

Now, let M
%

be the ()lit of-intersection of these two arcs, and draw

--t
the ray AM.

jf you fold your par along AM, -you will find that -Knits exactlyon

Air Try it4: Do you see thatALBAM and LCAM are congruent? Wris the

bisector of LpAC. Weihave bisected I-BAC. .

0
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I.

Exercise 6-18

I. In the two figures below, tell how you would use paper folding lo

compare LAtB and LCTB: If they are congruent, hOw would you

know? If thky are not congruent, how woulcVyoli identify the

laper one?

p.

*1*
2. Draw three angles on your-paper andsbisect each. Test each

bisetion by paper folding.

3. Earfler, when we discussed angle bisection, we used the same

setting of the compass forrthe-twottersectIng arcs. Would our

, drawing have been affected h d we changed the setting before we

dpew the -No intersectiong arc 7 Let's see what,hapDens.

On a piece of paper, draw two points, labeling'one F and the

other G. Set your compass, and' draw.two interSecting arcs, one

with center F and one with center G. Change .the setting, and on

'the same-side of F and G draw 'two more intersecttng arcs.. 'So far,

you have something like this:

1



Now, by chdnging tho setting several more times, add some M0m0

pairs of arcs to,your picture. What pattérn do you see? Draw

some pairs of arc on the otOer sidksf F and G. What happens?

Can;you make any conclusions about the way we made our bisector?

Did we need the same setting for all three arcs?

BReview Exercise 6-19

-How many different lines may contain:

)- One certain point?

(b) A certain pair of points?

,

2. How many different planes may contain:

(a) One certain point?

(b) A certain pair of points?

A certain set of tta-ee points?
0

Draw a pi-cture of fwo simple closed paths whose interseCtion is

exactly two points. .How many simple closed paths are shown in

"your figure?

ve
4. Desctibe the region between curve M

and curve N in terms of Intersection,

interior, and exterior.

5r Draw two triangles whose intersection is a side of each. Is the

union of the other sides of both triangles a si.mple closed-path?

How many simple closed paths are represented in your figure?

6. (a) Draw AE on your paper.'

(b) Draw a circle with cnter at A and AE as a

radius. Cal I the circle C.

120
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(c) Is a radius ot a ciriLle part of the circle? .Why?

(d) Draw a diameter of your circle. Is a diameter of a circle

*part of the circle?

7. Draw a circle with a center marked A and a radius AE..

Can you imagine another circle with ce.pter E and radius -AD

Is there more than one such circle?

8.* imagine two circles.

.(a) .Do they have to be in-the same plane?

(b) Could their intersection be the empty setr"

(c) Could they intersect in exactly one point? Show hobs.,

(d) Could they intersect in exaetly two points? Show how.

(e) Could they intersect in exactly three points? Show.hOl.

(f) Could they)intersect* in more than three points?

9. Copy each of the Wowing trianglesjusinb a compass and straight-

edge.

1
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10. ConstruA a triangle using the lengths of -the given.line segments

for the lengths ofNI-he sides of the trOangle. Are all the con-

structions possible?

(a)4e (b)

(c)

(e)

.4"

(d.)

(f

II. (a) Trace angle RST. Choose a point

In the Interior of angle RST.

Call this point, W. .Draw

(b) Compare the size of Z.RST with A

the size ofL.RSW.

(c) Compare the size ofZRST with

the size of .C.NST.

I/ In the interior ofZZYX, place a poini N near

Fold atong7g!' Which has the larger size,Z)(YN or ZNYZ?

2 and draw YN.

hr

\Soo

gp,
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Chapter 7:

Factors and Primes

Section 7-I Natural Nu ers and Whole Numbers

In Chapter 3 you learn .that the rt of,tounting nunbei-A
.44

( I , 2, 3, ...} is also called,the set of atural nUmbers. If We include

the number zero in this set, we have another set of numbers'Which we

have called the set of whole numbers. You haVe learned that the set

of whole numbers may be written as.W = We I, 2, 3, ...}.

Set of)*reUral Numbers N = fl, 2, 3,

Set of Whip Numbers W = (0, I, 2, 3, .. }

In this chapter we shall study only the natural nfbers. Therefore,

every tine we use the word "number" in this chapter we shall mean natural

number.

V
Exertise 7-1

I. How does the set of natural numbers differ from:II-le set of whole

numbers?

2. Met is the intersection of N and W?
he

3. What is the union of N,and W? 't

4. .What is the smallest natural number?

5. What is the smarlest whole 'number?

.6. If 1 is added to.,any. nitUral number, the sum is another natural

number. With this fact could you convince a friend that there is
_

no larg6t natural number?
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7. Think about these two sets: (a) {pages in every book ever printed}

and (b) {natural numbers). Which set has more elements?

8. Let w represent a whole number. Can we a4ways say thmt w repre-

sents a natural number? Why?

Section 7-2 Factors and Divisors

We need to review two words in our mathematics vocab larv. The

words are factor and divisor. Look carefully at the followina exaMples.

41;

6 = 3 - 2 3 and 2 are factors of 6.

15 = 5 3 5 and 3 are factors of 15.

10 = 10 I 10 and I are factors of 10.

We lool.c again at the factors of 6, 10, and 15 just shown:

3 5 . 1

2)6 3)15 10)10
,

6 15 10

remainder 0 remainder 0 remainder 0 p,

3)6 5)15 A1)10
6 15 10

remainder 0 remainder 0 remainder 0

When 6 is divided by 2 or 3, the remainder is zero.

2 and 3 are called divisors (exact divisors) of 6.

- When 15 is divided by 3 or 5,. the remaindereis'zero.

3 and 5 are di ors (exact divisors) of 15...

When 10 is divided y 1 or 104 the ramainder.4s, zero.

1 and 10 are ,diviS'Ors, (exact eiyisors) of. 10.

100

1. 4
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in mathematiLL. the worth, taLtor and divisor moan the same thing.

56 = 8 - 7 8 and 7 dro factors of 56.

8 and 7 aro also divisors of 56 since

8
7)56

56

r = 0
and

7

8)56

56

r = 0

We know that 4 is a factor of 12 since 12 = 4 3. Also, 4 is a divisor

of 12 since 12 divided by 4 equals 3 with remainder,O.

If a, b, and n

n = a b, then a
or divisors of n.

ral numbers such that
are,called factors

-Example:- if 21 = 3 7, then 3 and 7 are
fActors or divisors of 21.

Exercise 7-2(a)

shown above.Note: Exercises 1 through 5 refer to the definition

1. n = 56, a = 8. The missing factor b is

2. n = 24, b = 3. The missing divisor a is

Sf
3. n = 30. One pair of factors, a and b, is akr= 15 , b =

4. n = 30. Another pair of divisors, a and b, is a =

b =

5. n.= 30. Another pair of factors, a and b, is a =

b =

16. Circle the numbers from 1 to 12 which are factors of the Aumbers

given. (a) has been done for you.

a. 8: e 3 5 6 7 0 9 10 II 12

b. 1 2 : I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
,

C. 15: 2 3' 4 5, 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

d. 21: .1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 9 10. 11 12

12j.
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6. n t I nuod f r orn pro( od i rlij pogo)

e. 2 I 2v 3 4 5 6 7

f. 23: I 2. 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 I 0 I I I 2

8 9 .10 11 12

117"

7. Circre the numbers to the right which have the numbers on the 101

as divisors. has been dLe for you.

a. 2: 5
7

./

b. 3: 6 11 3

c. 4: 12 7 6

d. 5: 20 16 30

e. 6: )6 24 42

f. 7: 63. 22 28

g. 8: 8 9 56

h. 9: 72 45 16

I. 1: 21 - 3 6

0 8 51 0 63

21 26 80 33 15_ .

13 16 28 32 41

22 5 51 34 60

7 9 15 6 48

21 15 14 18 49

24 16

4
21 64 15

,21 Ti 29 36 .-77

11 13 17 9 2

8. Write each of the following numbers as a product of 2 factors,,,s.

each different from I, if posSible: 4

a. 12 = 4 3 f. 35 =

4. 36 = g. 39 =

c. 7 = 7 1 h. 42 = 7 6 Of

d. 8 = I. 41.=

e. II = J. 50

It is sometimes uspful to be able to find all the factors of a -

given number. For example, the set of all factors of 6 is (I, 2, 3, 6}.

126
4.

st
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?Then the humbet UeLume Idlyw, the complele wt of fattofs is MUfti

difficult to find. Let us see if we t:an discover an easy way to find

the,factors of a number. for example, lei us find all the factors of

56 .

a. .Start with I. Is 1 a factor of 36? ans. . Then 1

times some number equals 56. What is that number? ans.

b. iry 2. ls'12 a factor of 36? ans. Then 2 times some

number equals 36. What is that .number? ans. Then

2 . = 36

c. Try 3. Is 3 a factor of 36? ans. Then 3 times some

number equals 36. What is that number? ans. Then

3 . = 36.

d. Try 4. "Is 4 a factor of 30? ans. Then 4 times some

number' equals 36. What is that number? ans. Then

4 . = 36.

e. Do you need to try 5? [Numbers which have 5 as a factor

always end in 0 or 5.] 36 ends in a 6, so 5 is not a factor

of 36.

f. Try 6. Is 6 a factor of 36? ans. Then 6 times some

number equals 36. What is that number?. ans. Then

6 = 36.

g We know 7 is not a factor of 36 because 5 7 = 35 and

6 7 = 42.

h. We. knOw. 8 is not a factor of 36-because 4 8 = 32 and

5 8 = 40.

.1 . Do you need to try 9? hy or why not? (Hint: See question d.)
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You Ahould now be teddy to list the set of faktol., of 'AI.

li i 1. i 1 6 t 12
1 11
18 36)

+ , .

Notice tpdt the arrows show you every way ot i

\
.

naming 36 as a product expression ot two factors.

We see that the factors of a given number come in pairs of

different factors (except far cases likes% = 6 6 or other squares

11Re 4, 9, 16, etc.). When we find4419e factor we usua,lty find two

factors. 'This fact helps us find factors quickly. We shall learn

other facts later which will make the task even easier.

Exercise 772(b)
*RIP

I. Explain in your own words what the following words mean: natural

number, factor, whole number, divisor.

2. C m 1 te ithe chart.

119
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Number

)

Set of FactAll!

.

Number.jof

FactoPt Number Set of Factors

_
Number of
Factors

1 {1} 1

.

13
(K

2 (1, 2} 2 14 {l, 2, 7, 14} 4

3 15

{1, 2, 4} 3 16
.

5 17 .

6 P 18

4.

.._

{1, 7}
I

.

2 19

,

8 20 . .

,

.

.

4 21
.

. .

10 4 {1, 2, 5, 10}

,

"4 ".

,

22

,

11 23
.

.

12
.

9 ' 4-,
c---

.

12-6
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T rot) or F al !so? "1 f a nd b dr o na t t;t d I numbor dfld l I t h4111

b
fi

then a has fewer factors than b." lhe chart in Lxercise 2 will_

help you with your answer.

4. Can you find a number which' is contained in every sei of factors.

5. Find the factors of the numbers listed; 27, 30, 36, 42, 48.

Section 7-3 Prime Numbers and Composite Numbers

The set of factors of 2 is (I, 21. Also, the set of f tors of 3

is (I, 31, and the set of factors of 5 51. Title set of factors of

4 is { I, 2, 4), and the set of factors of 6 is ( I, 2, 3, 61. Let us

make a list of sets of factors of .scme more numbers:

Set of factors of 7 is 0 71

*417
-Set of factors of 8 is tI, 2, 4, -81

Set of factors of .9 is-(1, 3, 91

Set of factors of 10 is (1, 2, 5, 101

Set af. factory of II is (1 II)

Set of-factdes of I is (11

We see that some numbers have only two factors, the number itSelf

and 1, while other numbers have more than two factors. 'A number which V

has exactly two different factors, the number itseif and the number one,

Is called a primp number. Check to see that the fi.rst ten prime numbers

are 2, 3, 5,, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29. You may want to consult .prob-

lem 2 in Exercises 7-2(b). Let us consider-the prime number 13. Look

at a group cf 13 circles.

121)
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0 0 Oo 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Try to see if there Is any way you can divide the circles into

groups of equal size. (Other than 1 group of 13 circles or 13.groups

with 1 circle in each group) Do you see thatra prime number.of objects
ft

can not be "split up evenly"? This Is another way of saying that a

prime number has no factors other than itself and one.

Thosie numbers that have more than two different factas are called

composite numbers. The set of the first five composite numbers is

(4, 6, 8, 9, 10. Can you list the nextjive composite numbers?

What can we say about the number I? We notice that 1 is neither

in the set of prime numbers, nor in the set of composite numbers. The

set of-factors of 1 is simply J11. Hence the number 1 is not prime,

0

and it is not composite.

I our discussion above we have put the natural numbers IntO three

different sets: the set of prime numbers, the set of composite numbers,

and the set consiSting of the number I.

I. A natural' nuMber which has exactly two
different factors, itself and 1, is

called a prima number.

2. A natural number which hos more than
two different factors As called a
composite number.

3. The number 1 is neither 6omposite nor
prime. N.

Whole Numbdrs}

[Natural Numbers}

{I}

{ Pr i me Numbers}

{fomposite.Numbers}.
VI
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A method tor finding the prime numbers less than any given number

b." was suggested by a Greek mat:hematician named Lratosthones (276? f95? B.C.)

One way of describing the method is as follows:

2

11 12

21 22

31 32

41 42

5.1 52

61 62

71 -72

81 82

91 92

2.

Write 411 natural numbers from 2 to a given number

SIEVE OF EIRATOSTHENES (Era-toss-the-l-knees)

(here, 100).

4 5 6 7 a 9 10

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

23 24 - 25 26 27 28 29 30

33
.

34 35 36 37 38 39 40

43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

r--

83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

93 94 95 96 97 98 99 .100

Circle 2. Now cross out all numbers 04 2 as a factor which

are greater than 2. That is, 4, 6, 8,

3. Circle 3. Now cross out all numbers with 3 as a factor which

are greater than 3. Tha't is, 6, 9,

4. The*number 4 and all numbers wIth 4 as a factor have been

d'rossed out. Why?

5. Circle 5. Now cross out 'all numbers greater than 5 which have

5 as a factor. That is, 10, 15, ...
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6. Clicle I. Now k.I .oss. out all numbers with / as J fdkACJI

are greater than 7. That is, 14, 21, 28, ...

7. Circle liar Cross out all numbers with II as a factor which

are greater than 11. That isr, 22, 33, 44, ...

\
a. Did you cross out any new numbers when you considered

numbers which have 11 as a factor? ans.

Why?

8. Continue in this manner. After a number has been circled
k

cross out all numbers greater than the.number which have it

as a factor. Then\circlelkhe next number which has not'been

crossed out in any previous steps. Such a number has no

factors smaller than itself, except I. Hence, each of the

circled numbers s a prime number.

This process is sometimes called the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Do

you'know what the word "sieve" means? Can you explain why, it was chosen

to describe this proCes ?

1,275,643,137 Primes

(2, 3, 5, 7, 11, ...}

Composites

(4, .6, 8, 9, 10, ...}

Lei' us look again at fte Sieve. Five of:tbia-rten columns were

*crossed out In the discussion of the number 2, that is, one half of the

A

132
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nu 7ers here'have : as a tactor. It is useful to remember ihdt

axcect fcr 2, prime numbers must end in I, 3, 5, 7, or 9.

A natVal number which has 2 as a factor is
c3lled an eN.en number. One which does not
have 2 as a factor is called an odd number.

Five of the ten columns are made up entire,ly of even.numbers. Five

o the ten col.umns are made up entirely of odd numbers. When we list

the numbers in natural order, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, etc., we see that

after each odd number comes an even number. 'And after each even number

comes an cno number.

Exercise 7-3

I. Give.5 examples of each Gf the following types of numbers:

a. prime

b. composite

c. even

d. odd

2. List the first 15 prime numbers.

3. A = {even numbers}, B = {odd numbers}, C = {prime numbers},

D = {composite numbers}, E = {numbers with 3 as a factor}.

Find the f'61lowing sets and desctibe them as simply as you can.

a. A n B

b. A U B f. A n c

c. c n E

e. Du C

d. D n

ii

g. Bn E

h. B n
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4. Cross out the word which does not apply.

a. It seems that the product of an odd number and even number

is always an odd, even number.

b. The product of two primes is never a print, tomposlte number.

c. It seems that the stir) of two even numbers.is a s an odd,

even number.

'277.-

d. It seciiiis that the SUM of two odd numbers is always an odd,

even number.

e. It seems that the product of two odd numbers is always an

odd, even number.

f. If n Is a prime number lr han 2, then n Is an odd,

even number.

5. _We notice that 4 = 2 2 10 = 3 + 7

6 =.3 + 3 12 = 5 + 7

8 = 3 + 5' 14 = 3 + 11
!

4e. We SQ0 thaterti'the eyfitm numbers greater than 2 and le than,orl

equal to 14 can be written as the sum of two prime numbers. Extend

this list to include all evennumbers less than or equal to 32.

16 = 22= 28 =

18 = 24 = 30 =

20 = 26 = 32 =

Do you think that every even number greater than 2 can be expressed

as the sym of two primes?

. 6., Find two numbers which have 5 as .a factor. Add the numbers together.

Does,the sum have 5 as a factor? Repeat this using 4, 7, 11, 12

instead of 5. Put into your own words a rule which seems to be

present.
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Look at the following products of prime factors. Check the

multiplication.

12 = 2 2 3

30 = 2 3 5

154 , 2 7 II

8 0 2 2 2 2 - 5

When a number has been written as a product of prime numbers, we say

that we have found le prime factorization of that number, or that.the

number has been written as a product of prime factors. What numbers

have been factored into pQme factors below?
,

= 2 11 - 13 = 3 5 5 19

= 41 43 = 17 29 '5

'Can you,find the prime factorizations of these numbers?

80 = 63 =

84 = 29 =

Did you have trouble factoring 29 into a product of primes? Of course,

you found hat 29 is already a prime number. When we talk about the

prime factorization of-d)Inumber, we shall mean a'composite number.

Prime factorization can beiused to find all the factors of 0

number quickly, The set of factors of 30 is (I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, +1



Do you agree? Write 30 as a produ0 ot primes and then check your

result with the explanation which follows.

/

_A

30 = 2 Factors with one prime, 2, 3, 5

30 Factors-with 2 primes, 6, 10, 15

10

All factors have been found except 1 and 30. But any number always has

itself and one as factors. We have found all of the factors of 30.

The factors of 36 are il, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 361. We shall

find all but 1 and 36 by the method above. 36 = 2 2' 3 3-

36 = 2 3 3

9

Factors with one prime, 2, 3

-36 Factors with 2 primes, 4, 6, 9

36 = 2 Factors with 3 primes, 12, 18

EZ)lise 7-4

I. Find the prrii-e-r- factorization of eachigf the following composite

numbers: 15, 16, 18, 20, 36, 48, 82, 154, 221.

2. Factor completely 1nto a product of primes: 9, 12, 21, 24, 30, 42,

108, 125, 1,015.

3. Find the set of factors of 125, 18, 244 108, and 1,015 by the

method which lises-prime factorizations. The prime factorizations

were found in problems 1 and 2 of,this exercise.
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section 7-') Repeated_fak.toring: lho lundamentol lhoorom of Arithwfic

Every composite number is the product of smaller numbers. If one

of these numbers is composite, then it also is the product of smaller

numbers. If we continue this, we must'come to a product expression in

, which no number is composite and every factor is prime. We have then

found the prime factorization ef the composite number.

'Let us take a closer look at prime fact6rizations of composite

numbers. Study the following:

30 = 6 5 30 = 10 3 .30 = 2 15

= (3 2) 5 = (2 5) 3 2 (.3 5)

= 3 2 5 = 2 5 3 = 2 3 5

It seems that no matter "how" we begin to factor 30 into prime factors,

we end with the same factorization. The following "factor trees" may

help you understand the examples above.

30

Note that only prime factorg are circled.

30

Let'S use "factor trees" on 24 to factor,it into prime factors..

24

Which primes occuz- in the factorization of 24?

24
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The fact that we obtain the same prime factors for 24 (or for 50)

no matter how we carry out the factoriiation is an example of what is

P known as the Fundamental Theorempf Arithmetic. Staled simply, it ,,ays:

Exercise 7-5

Every/composite number can be factored as a
product of prime numbers in exactly one way,
except for the order of the factors.

Make copies of the following factor trees and find the missina numbers:

4. I 6

2.

db

4

7. Make three different factor trees for 42.

8. Make four different factor trees for 36.
..

9. Make as many factor trees for 60 as you can.

3.

6.

10. Factor the following into primes by any method you wish.

a. 10

b. 15
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C. 9

d. 100

e. 28

f. 16

N\
g. 72

h. 81

1. 75

cel

"a

Section 7-6 Greatest Common Factor (GCF)

A number which divides two or more numbers is called a common

factor of these numbers. For example, 2 divides 10 and 2 divides 12,

So 2 is a Common factor of 10.and 12. Generally, the greatest common,

.factor is more useful in matheMatics than other common factors. There-

fore, we need to know how to fl,nd the.greatest common factor.

Let's try an example.

A = (factors of 12}

actor? of 18}

= (I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12} '
4110.

= (I, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18).

130
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A n B - (commtni fo( 101 of I: ond 181, thdt i. toctor,, thdt dppedr in_ _

both sets. A n B . (1, 2, 3 O. The largest number of the set of
_

1)

common factorsis 6. 'therefor,, e greatest cornmon factor of 12 and 18

is 6, that is, the GCF = 6.

Let's try another example:
Ar0

A = (factors of 241 = (I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24).

B = (factors of 60) = (I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, 601.

A n B = (common factors of 24 and 60), that is, factors that appear in

both sets. A n B = (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12). The largest number of the set

of common factors is 12. Therefore, the greatest common factor is 12.

The GCF = 12.

Exercise 7-6

I. Find the set of factors of each of the following:

Example: 18: (1 3, 6, 9, 18)

a. 6

b. 8

c. 12

d. 15

e. 16

f. 21

2, Using your answers to Exercise 1, find the greatest common factor

(G.C.F.) of the followipg sets of numbers: L.

6
a. 6 and 8

b. 8 and 12

c. 12 and 15

1 0
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0, 8 and 12 ()oo problem 8 below for tmlp.)

e. 12,, 15 and 21
IL

f. 8, 12 and 16

Find the G.C.F. of each of the following sets of number-51/F

3. 15 and 25

4, 18 and 30

5. 24 and 36 .

25 and 75

7. 32 and 48

8. 15., 30 and 36

Example,: A. = 4acto,4- of 15} 7 {I, 34

8 = {factors of 30} = {1, 2,

C ='{fact9rs of 36} = {I, 2,

5,

3;

3,

15}

5,

4,

6, 10,

6, 9R

15,

12,

30)

18, 30.

AnBnC=. {common factors of.15, 30 and 36}

= {I, 3/

Greatest Common Factor = 3

9. 12, 24 and 48

10. 15, 30 and 45

-Section 7-7 Multiples, Cornmon Multiples and LCM

Start wl.th {natural numbers} = {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, ...}. Let us form

a new set as.follows: we multiply each'natural number



(I, 2, 5, 4, ...1 by:c. and ',let 3, 6, 9, 12, 15,

A = {3, 6, 9, 12, r5, is called the set of multiples of 3. Each

element of set A is called a mu.ltiple of 3, Each element of A has

as a factor. Can you tell why?

If n, a and b are natural numbers, and
n -,--- a b, then n is said to be a multiple
of a and a multiple of b.

Example: If 45 = 9 5; then 45 is a
multiple of 9 and 5.

We thus see how the words factor and multiple are related. If a and b

are factors of n, then n is-a multiple of a and a multiple of b. Use

this definition to fill in the following blanks:

6.= 3 2; therefore, 6,is a multiple of 3.

3 is a of6.

6 is a of 2.

2 is a of 6.
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Since 2 and 3 are also called divisors of 6, it would be correct to say

that 6 iss divisit1le pa both 2 and 3. However, we shall use the word A

multtple. So, instead of saying that 6 is divisible by 2 and 6 is

divisible by 3,.we shall say that 6 is a multiple of 2 and 6 is a

multiOe of'3. The following set is the seAhof multiples of a number.

(6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, ...1 Which number? Can you find a number in

the sat which is at the same time a multiple of 2 and:a multiple. of 3?

You found more than one, didn't you?

112
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You will find the following informatikw w y holpful when wt)r king

with multiples of numbers. Study it carefully.

11, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

Multiply by 7 B (7, 4-, 6, 8, 10, 17, . 1

Multiply by 3 C = (3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, .. }

A = 8 n C - {6, 12, 18i ...}.

Do you see that A is the set of common multiples of 2 and 3? The smallest

element in A is the least common multiple (LCM) of 2 a4-1d 3. What is it?

1

3

4

5

-6

7

8

10

11

.12

1

12 x 12 Multiplication Table

5 6 7 8 9 10 12

1 2

.

3 4 5 6

-

7 8 9 10 II 12

2 4 6 8 tO 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

3i 6 9 12 18 21 24 27 30 33 36

4 8 12 16

_15

20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
,

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84

8 16 .24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96
. _

18 27 36
,
45 54 63 72 81 90 99 108

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9 100 110 120

11 22 33 .44 55 66 77 88

. .

°: 110 121 132.

12

,

*24 36 48 60 72 84 96 1081. 120 132 144
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Find -the row which shows the tirst,12_multiple of 5.

Find th4 column which shows the first 12 multiples of 5.

Notice that the,same set appears in each: (5, 10, 15, ..., 55, 60).

Do you see that this table c--"n be used to find the first 12 multiples

r-N
of all numbers from 1 to 12? NIB

Find the row yhich shows the first 12 multiples of 3.

Find the column which shows the first 12 multiples of 5.

15 appears in both the row and column'. So it is a common multiple of

3 and 5.- Is it the least common'multiPle?

--- The set of the first 12 multiples of 4 is {4, 8, .112, ., 48}.

The set-of the first 12 multiples of 6 is {6,,(12, 18, ..., 66, 721.

The set of Common multiples shown is {12, 24, 36,.48). The least common

multiple of 4 and 6 is 12.

-

Exercise 7-7

I. Use

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g

your multiplication table to list the first 12 multiples of:

416
2

3

5

6

8

7

9

h. 112
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2. Use the resdits of 7xercise 1 and list the coamon multiples of thmLi

pairs of number*, below whit_h ore lo*,5 thon.

a. 2 and 3

b. 3 and 6

c. 4 and 5

a. 3 and 5

e. 5 and 8

f. 6 and

3. If n = a - b, we know that n is a multipLe of bith a and b.._

Therefore, it is a cormon multiple. It is not always the least

common multiple, For example, if n = 24, a L.=- 4, b = 6, we see that

24 is a-common multiple of 4 and 6. But it is not the least common

multiple. Find the pairs below whose product, a b, is "the LCM

(least common multiole) of the pair:

a. a =

4 bi a =

c. a .=

2, = 3, a - b = 6, LCM =

3, b 6, a b = 18, LCM =

4,.b = 5, a -- b = 20, LIDkil

d. a = 6, b = 8, a b = 481.LCM =

e. a = 3, b = 5, a b = 15, LCM =

f. a.= 6, b a 5 = 30, LCM =

4.

4

Find 'the least common.m4Itiple

".Example: 3, 4 and 6
.

for each of

: {3, 6,

{4, 8,(1),

: {6 18,

3, 4, and 6,1s.

the:following:

)
16, ...}

...}

12.

{multiples of 3}

{multiples of 4}

{multiples Of 6}

The least comMon multi e of
.

4o.

IC)

'44*

.1"
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4. (Continued from preceding page)

a. 2, 3, and 4

b. 8, 9, and 12

c. 4, 5:\qd 6

d.t. 4, 6,.and 12

Section 7-8 LCM: Larger Numbe'rs and An Easier Way

So far we have found LCM's only for two.or three numbers where

each number is less than 13. But the method used before can also be

used on numbers greater than 12. Let us find the LCM of0.5And 20.

We think as before:

A = {multiples of 15)

B = {multiples of 20}

A n B = {common mulfiples of 15 Li 20}.

From set ,13 we.pick the smallest member.

This is the LCM of 15 and 20.

{1, 2, 3 4, 5, ...

multiply

by

15 Al.= {15, 30,

20 B = {20, 40,

A. n B = {60, 120, ...J. The LCM of 15 and 20 =

131

45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, ...}

60, 80, 100, 120, 140, ...}

60.
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Let U5 see if we can find an easier and quicker method of finding

the least common multiple of a stpt of numbers, for exdmple, 8 and I

We,shall use the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic_.

',:onsider the following:

Does 8 .= 2 2 2? ans .

Does 12 = 2 2 3? ans.

Now let sider the prime factorization of 12, that is, 2 2 3.

15.2 2 3 a multiple of 12? 4ns.

( Is 2 2 3 a multiple of 8? ans.

In the product of. primes, 2 ' 3, wha* other factor is

needed so that it is a multiple of 8? ans.

Suppose we take the product of primes, 2 2 3 and place in it another

factor of 2. TheH the product of primes will look like this:

2 - 2 2 - 3.

Now consider the following:

12 will divide 2 (2 ' 2 3) because the product of primes withip the

parentheses is another name for 12. 8 will divide 12 2 2) 34because

the produc7 of primes withi.n the parentheses is another name for 8.

Therefore, the least common multiple of 8 and 12 is 2,- 2 2 3 =

Let us ca'refully follow one more example ofilhe short method.

Example: Find tne least corror -ultiple of 9 arld 15.

9 = 3 1

15 = 3 5

Consider 3 5.

3 5 is a multiple of rs because 3 5 is another name

for 1 .

4

4
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3 5 is not a multiple of 9. To be divisible by 9 the

product of primes must have two factors of 3, that is,

3 - 3.

To make 3 5 a multiple of 9, place one more factor of 3

in the product of primes, that is, 3 - 3 5.

Now, 3 3 and 3 will both divide 3 - 3 - 5.

Therefore, the least common multiple. of 9 and 15 is

3 - 3 5 = 45.

When you write the problem it should look something like this:

9 = 3 - 3

LCM = 3 -

15 = 3 5

Exercise 7-8

I Find the LCM of the following using prime factbrizations:

I. 12 and 16 12 = 2 - 2 3; 16 = 2 2 2 - 2

The LCM needlyi factors of 2 to insure that 16 divides it and 1

factor of 3 to make opertain.that 12 divides it. Hence, the LCM

of 12 and 16 is 2 2-- 2 2 5\=, 48.

2. 14 and 18
..

3. 10 and 14

4. 16 and 18

12 and 17-

-

ildoN

139
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b0 cyld 3b

4

7. BRA1NBUSTER: 100, 250, and 200

Review Exercise 7-9

vs*

I. We have studied the following types of numbers in this chapter:

a. whole numbers

d. odd numbers

b. natural numbers c. even numbers

e. prime numbers f. composite numbers

Next to each of the numbers below place those letters from the

above list which apply.

Example: 17 a, b, d,

a. 2 d. 29

b. 15 e. 24

.
C. 1 f,

4.2. Name 3 factors, different from I, of each of the following.

,Problems (a) and (b) are done for-you.

a. 12: 2, 3, and 6 are factors of 12.

b. 21: 3, 7, and 21 are factors of 21.

1 :

d. 16:

e. '24:

1.. 27:

g. 32:

r

1
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3. Narno ) multiple,' different from tho nurrhor I I so I I I odi h of I ho

following. Problems (a) an b) are done for you.

a. 6: 12, 18, and 24 are multiples of (.

b. tl: 22, 33, and 44 are multiples otit11.

c. 7:

,d. 12:

0. 9:
4

f. 5:

4. List all prime abers between 1 and 50.

5. List all the multiples of 5 which are less than 61.

6. List the set of,numbers less than 50 which are multiples of 7.

7.1

.

7. List the set ot numbers which are less than 100 and a' also mul-

tiples of both 3 and 5.

8. List the set of all common factors for each of the lowing:

7. a. 18 and 42

b. 21 and 33

9. FI.nd the preatest coffnon factor of:

a. 18 and 42

b. 28 and 6

I 1.
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10. Find the least common multiple of the following sets of numbers:

a. 8 and 10

b. 12 and 15

c. 10, 15, and 30

4.

II. Using any method you wish, find the prime factorization of the

following:

a. 105

b. 42

c. 300

d. 64

BRAINOUSTER SKILLS

The following are statements about natural numbers which. mathema-
4.

ticians have proved to be true. Check the correctness of the given

statements with examples.

12. True statement 1: If a and b are natural numbers, if G stands for

the greatest common faotor of a aird b, and if L stands for the

lest common multiple of a and bthen'a --b = G - L.
,

sr-
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xample: a = 6, b = 15. Then G = 39L = 30.

a b = 6 15 = 90

C L = 3 30 = 90 Then a b = G L.

a. Let a = 3, b = 5. Find G and L and see if a . b = G L.

b. Let a = 8, b = 20. Find G and L and show that a b = G L.

13. True Statement 2: If 9 is a factor of a number, then 9 divides the

/ sum of the digits of the number; and if 9 divides the sum of the

digits of a number, then 9 is a factor of the number.

Examples:

0
9 is a factor of 99; 9 + 9 = 18; 9 divides the

sum of the digits, 18.

9 is a factor of 45; 4 + 5 = 9,:19 divides the

suivf the digits, 9.

a. Decide without,dividing if 9 is a factor of 510,211.

b. Decide without dividing tf 9 is a factor of 2,115.,

c. Check (a) and (b) by division.

14. True Statement 3: If a Is a factor of b, and if b is a factor

of c then a is a factor of c.

Example: a = 2, b = 6. Then a is a factor of b.

If c = 12, 6 is a factor of 12. b iS a factor of c.

Notice 2 is factor of 12. So a is a factor of c.

a. a = 5, supply b andc to show the truth of this statement.
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.404

b. d I, b

AV
Does a divide c?

1 4. I i rd h thdt t i d d tl)r

15. True Statement 4: The greatest common factor of two different

prime numbers is I.

Show this is true for:

a. 5 and 7

b. II and 13

16. True Statem'ent 5: If 4. is a factor of a number,/then 4 divides

the number formed by the lasgt 2 digits; and if 4 divides the

number formed by the last two digits, then 4 is a factor of the

number.

14 divides 132 since 4 divides 32, -41e number formed by the last

2 digits.

Does 4 divide J76,930? Why?';

Does 4 divide 624? Why?

155


